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INTRODUCTION
SUBJECT DESCRIPTION
A nationally assessed language at continuers level is a 10-credit or a 20-credit subject at Stage 1, and a
20-credit subject at Stage 2.
The subject outline for nationally assessed languages at continuers level has been developed from the
Collaborative Curriculum and Assessment Framework for Languages (CCAFL), which is a national
model for the teaching, learning, and assessment of language subjects. The three levels in the
framework are:
• beginners — for students with little or no previous knowledge of the language
• continuers — for students who will have studied the language for 400 to 500 hours by the time they
have completed Stage 2, or who have an equivalent level of knowledge
• background speakers — for students who have a background in the language and who have had more
than 1 year’s education in a country where the language is spoken.
Eligibility criteria apply for entry to a program at beginners level, and to a program at continuers level
when a program at background speakers level is also available in the language.
In nationally assessed languages at continuers level students develop their skills to communicate
meaningfully with people across cultures. Students are given opportunities to develop knowledge,
awareness, and understanding of other languages and cultures in relation to their own. Students reflect
on their own attitudes, beliefs, and values, and develop an understanding of how culture and identity are
expressed through language.
Students develop and apply linguistic and intercultural knowledge, understanding, and skills by:
• interacting with others to exchange information, ideas, opinions, and experiences in [Language]
• creating texts in [Language] for specific audiences, purposes, and contexts to express information,
feelings, ideas, and opinions
• analysing a range of texts in [Language] to interpret meaning
•

examining relationships between language, culture, and identity, and reflecting on the ways in which
culture influences communication.

Students develop an understanding of how [Language] is used effectively and appropriately by using
various combinations of the skills of listening, speaking, viewing, reading, and writing for a range of
purposes in a variety of contexts. Students explore a range of prescribed themes and topics from the
perspectives of diverse individuals and groups in the [Language]-speaking communities and in their own
community.
Refer to Appendix A for language-specific information on nationally assessed languages at continuers
level.
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CAPABILITIES
The capabilities connect student learning within and across subjects in a range of contexts. They
include essential knowledge and skills that enable people to act in effective and successful ways.
The five capabilities that have been identified are:
• communication
• citizenship
• personal development
• work
• learning.
The capabilities, in particular those for communication and citizenship, are reflected in the learning
requirements, content, assessment design criteria, and performance standards of the nationally
assessed languages at continuers level. In [Language] at continuers level, students develop intercultural
communication skills to communicate effectively and appropriately in a variety of contexts for a range
of purposes.

Communication
Students develop their ability to communicate and interact effectively and appropriately in a variety of
contexts, within and across languages and cultures.
By interacting with others to exchange information, ideas, opinions, and experiences in [Language],
students develop their ability to interpret and understand interactions between diverse individuals. They
develop their understanding of how meaning is created and interpreted in the process of
communication.
Students develop and apply linguistic and intercultural knowledge, understanding, and skills. They create
texts in [Language], and analyse and interpret meaning in a range of written, spoken, visual, and
multimodal texts that are in [Language], to share new insights and information with others.
Students examine relationships between language, culture, and identity by comparing and making
connections between languages and cultures, and reflecting on the ways in which culture influences
communication.

Citizenship
Students develop their intercultural communication skills to interact effectively and appropriately with
people within and across local and global communities. The development of intercultural communication
skills has the potential to contribute to social cohesiveness through better communication and
understanding, and helps students to know and understand themselves, others, and the world around
them.
Students develop their own understanding of diverse ways of knowing, being, and doing, through
meaningful interaction with other peoples and other cultures, and through analysis of linguistic and
cultural similarities and differences.
Students explore themes and topics from perspectives of diverse individuals and communities,
including their own. Through this learning, students gain an understanding of how cultural concepts and
practices affect how people see the world, interact, and communicate with others. They have
opportunities to see their own view of the world in context, as one of many.
Students develop the ability to understand and interpret meaning from a variety of texts and are
sensitive to the ideas, values, and beliefs presented in those texts.
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Personal Development
Students’ personal, linguistic, and cultural identity is strengthened through the study of languages. They
develop their understanding of the relationship between language and culture, and an awareness of the
role of languages and culture in human interaction and identity. Students develop personal ways of
responding to linguistic and cultural diversity by interpreting and reflecting on their own intercultural
experiences and by considering the ways in which they might respond in the future.
Students’ learning experiences in [Language] also offer opportunities to consolidate and extend their
interpersonal skills and skills in self-expression.
During the program of study, students explore aspects of their personal world, for example, sense of
self, aspirations, personal values, opinions, ideas, and relationships with others. They reflect on their
own attitudes, beliefs, values, and perspectives. In doing so, students develop awareness and
understanding of the ways in which their own language and culture shape their actions, personal
behaviour, thoughts, attitudes, perceptions, and identity.

Work
Students develop an understanding that learning a language helps them to live and work successfully as
linguistically and culturally aware citizens of the world. Through their language learning students
develop communication, intercultural, and interpersonal skills, which are valued skills for employment in
a changing workforce. Students can apply these skills to living and working in a global environment.
Students explore change as it affects the world of work from the perspective of the [Language]-speaking
communities and their own communities.

Learning
Language learning develops students’ cognitive skills through analytical, critical, creative, and reflective
thinking. These skills help students to become effective and organised communicators, analysers, and
researchers.
Students acquire an active working knowledge of [Language] by identifying, exploring, and explaining
features of [Language] such as lexicology, morphology, phonology, orthography, and syntax.
Language learning enables students to understand the dynamic nature of language and how language
is used as an expression of identity.
Language learning requires students to understand and create links between existing knowledge and
new knowledge. Students apply their knowledge and understanding of their own and other languages
and cultures to developing their intercultural communication skills.

LITERACY IN NATIONALLY ASSESSED LANGUAGES AT CONTINUERS
LEVEL
Learning in [Language] strongly supports students’ general literacy development.
Through their study of [Language], students deepen their knowledge and understanding of how
language functions. They gain insights into the nature, styles, and purposes of language, and consider
the dimensions of context and audience. Students are able to make connections between [Language]
and English and/or other languages through recognising patterns and by comparing similarities and
differences between languages.
Students develop skills to communicate effectively and appropriately in [Language] in a variety of
contexts for a range of purposes and audiences. Language learning also provides ideal opportunities for
students to develop and refine the communication skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
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Students have opportunities to engage with and reflect on the ways in which texts are created for
specific purposes and audiences.

NUMERACY IN NATIONALLY ASSESSED LANGUAGES AT CONTINUERS
LEVEL
Students use and understand pattern, order, and relationships and develop understanding of concepts
such as time, number, and space in different cultures as expressed through language. Students become
familiar with numbers, dates, and terms for mathematical operations in [Language].
Students apply numeracy skills when they use tables or graphs to support an idea, opinion, or position
when creating texts and interacting in [Language].

ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER KNOWLEDGE, CULTURES,
AND PERSPECTIVES
In partnership with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, and schools and school sectors,
the SACE Board of South Australia supports the development of high-quality learning and assessment
design that respects the diverse knowledge, cultures, and perspectives of Indigenous Australians.
The SACE Board encourages teachers to include Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledge and
perspectives in the design, delivery, and assessment of teaching and learning programs by:
• providing opportunities in SACE subjects for students to learn about Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander histories, cultures, and contemporary experiences
• recognising and respecting the significant contribution of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
to Australian society
• drawing students’ attention to the value of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledge and
perspectives from the past and the present
• promoting the use of culturally appropriate protocols when engaging with and learning from
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and communities.
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LEARNING SCOPE AND REQUIREMENTS
LEARNING REQUIREMENTS
The learning requirements summarise the knowledge, skills, and understanding that students are
expected to develop and demonstrate through their learning in a Stage 1 nationally assessed language
at continuers level.
In these subjects, students are expected to develop and apply linguistic and intercultural knowledge,
understanding, and skills to:
1. interact with others to exchange information, ideas, opinions, and experiences in [Language]
2. create texts in [Language] to express information, feelings, ideas, and opinions
3. analyse texts that are in [Language] to interpret meaning
4. examine relationships between language, culture, and identity, and reflect on the ways in which
culture influences communication.

CONTENT
A Stage 1 nationally assessed language at continuers level is a 10-credit subject or a 20-credit subject.
Stage 1 [Language] at continuers level is organised around three prescribed themes and a number of
prescribed topics and suggested subtopics.
These themes have been selected to promote meaningful communication and enable students to
extend their understanding of the interdependence of language, culture, and identity.
The prescribed themes are consistent across all languages at continuers level. The prescribed topics
may vary from one language to another.

Themes, Topics, and Subtopics
Refer to Appendix A for language-specific information.
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
•
•

The [Language]-speaking Communities
The Changing World.

The theme ‘The Individual’ enables students to explore aspects of their personal world, for example,
sense of self, aspirations, personal values, opinions, ideas, and relationships with others. This theme
also enables students to study topics from the perspectives of other people.
The theme ‘The [Language]-speaking Communities’ explores topics from the perspectives of diverse
individuals and groups within those communities or the communities as a whole, and encourages
students to reflect on their own attitudes, beliefs, and values and develop an understanding of how
culture and identity are expressed through language.
The theme ‘The Changing World’ enables students to explore change as it affects the world of work and
other topics, as specified in Appendix A.
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These themes have a number of prescribed topics and suggested subtopics with which students
engage in their study of [Language]. The placement of topics under one or more of the three themes is
intended to provide a particular perspective or perspectives on each of the topics. The suggested
subtopics expand on the topics and provide guidance to students and teachers on how the topics may
be treated.
The topics are broad enough to allow flexibility in school programs, but specific enough to be of
practical assistance to students and teachers. Not all topics will require the same amount of study time.
Students should study a range of spoken, written, visual, and multimodal texts in [Language] in their
treatment of themes, topics, and subtopics. The language that students use to respond to a text may be
either the language they are studying or English, as specified in each assessment type.
The length of time and depth of treatment for each topic will depend on a number of factors, including
the:
• particular learning requirement(s) being covered
• degree of familiarity that the student has with topics studied previously
• needs and interests of the students
• nature of the language itself
• linguistic and conceptual complexity of the texts selected for study
• linguistic and sociocultural distance between the topic and the student’s own world and experience
• assessments (including ways in which they are structured and the conditions under which they are
set)
• language of the response
• access to resources.
Teachers should structure and organise programs based on the prescribed themes and topics so that
they address all the learning requirements of this subject outline.

Text Types
Refer to page 23 for information.

Vocabulary
Although there are no prescribed vocabulary lists, students should be familiar with a range of
vocabulary and idioms relevant to the topics prescribed in this subject outline.

Dictionaries
Students should be encouraged to use monolingual and/or bilingual printed dictionaries and develop the
necessary skills and confidence to do so effectively.

Grammar
Refer to Appendix A for language-specific information.
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ASSESSMENT SCOPE AND REQUIREMENTS
Assessment at Stage 1 is school based.

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
The following assessment types enable students to demonstrate their learning in
Stage 1 nationally assessed languages at continuers level:
• Assessment Type 1: Interaction
• Assessment Type 2: Text Production
• Assessment Type 3: Text Analysis
• Assessment Type 4: Investigation.
For a 10-credit subject, students should provide evidence of their learning through five assessments.
Students undertake:
• one interaction
• one text production
• one text analysis
• one response in [Language] and one reflective response in English for the investigation.
Each assessment type should have a weighting of at least 20%.
For a 20-credit subject, students should provide evidence of their learning through ten assessments,
with at least two assessments from each assessment type. The remaining assessments may be
undertaken from any assessment type. Each assessment type should have a weighting of at least 20%.
Teachers should ensure a balance of macro skills and of knowledge, skills, and topics across the set of
assessments.

ASSESSMENT DESIGN CRITERIA
The assessment design criteria are based on the learning requirements and are used by teachers to:
• clarify for the student what he or she needs to learn
•

design opportunities for the student to provide evidence of his or her learning at the highest possible
level of achievement.

The assessment design criteria consist of specific features that:
students should demonstrate in their learning
• teachers look for as evidence that students have met the learning requirements.
•

In these subjects the assessment design criteria are:
• ideas
• expression
• interpretation and reflection.
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The specific features of these criteria are described below.
The set of assessments, as a whole, must give students opportunities to demonstrate each of the
specific features by the completion of study of the subject.

Ideas
The specific features are as follows:
I1
Relevance
– relevance to context, purpose, audience, and topic
– conveying appropriate detail, ideas, information, or opinions
– creating interest and engaging the audience.
I2
Depth of treatment of ideas, information, or opinions
– depth and breadth of content
– elaboration of ideas and support of opinions
– planning and preparation.

Expression
The specific features are as follows:
E1
Capacity to convey information accurately and appropriately
– range of expression (i.e. linguistic structures and features)
– accuracy of expression (i.e. linguistic structures and features, grammar)
– use of cohesive devices
– appropriateness of expression, including cultural appropriateness
– clarity of expression, including fluency, pronunciation, and intonation.
E2
Coherence in structure and sequence
– organisation of information and ideas
– use of the conventions of text types.
E3
Capacity to interact and maintain a conversation
– interaction on topics (i.e. relating to interlocutor, interest in the topic)
– use of communication strategies (i.e. comprehension, responding to cues)
– fluency of responses.

Interpretation and Reflection
The specific features are as follows:
IR1 Interpretation of meaning in texts, by identifying and explaining
– the content (general and specific information)
– the context, purpose, and audience of the text
– concepts, perspectives, and ideas represented in the text.
IR2 Analysis of the language in texts
– linguistic and cultural features (e.g. word choice, expressions, idiom)
– stylistic features (e.g. tone, register, phrasing and repetition, textual features and organisation).

Stage 1 Nationally Assessed Languages Continuers Level 2022
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IR3

Reflection
– reflection on how cultures, values, beliefs, practices, and ideas are represented or expressed in
texts
– reflection on own values, beliefs, practices, and ideas in relation to those represented or
expressed in the texts studied
– reflection on own learning.

SCHOOL ASSESSMENT
Assessment Type 1: Interaction
Students interact with others to exchange information, ideas, opinions, and experiences in spoken
[Language].
Students may participate in, for example, conversations, interviews, and discussions, or give multimodal
presentations or talks to specific audiences and respond to questions in [Language].
The design of the assessments should specify a context, purpose, and audience.
For this assessment type, students provide evidence of their learning primarily in relation to the
following assessment design criteria:
• ideas
• expression.

Assessment Type 2: Text Production
Students create text(s) in which they express ideas and/or information and/or opinions and/or feelings
in written [Language].
This may include writing articles, blogs, diary entries, emails, reports, reviews, short stories, brochures,
or broadsheets, or responding to a stimulus such as a letter, email, article, advertisement, blog, song,
short story, or film.
The design of the assessments should specify:
• a context, purpose, and audience
• the text type for production
• the kind of writing required (e.g. informative, imaginative, narrative, personal, persuasive, or
descriptive).
For this assessment type, students provide evidence of their learning primarily in relation to the
following assessment design criteria:
• ideas
•

expression.

Assessment Type 3: Text Analysis
Students analyse and interpret a text or texts that are in [Language] with a response or responses in
[Language] and/or English.
Students analyse and interpret meaning and reflect on language use by responding to written, spoken,
or multimodal texts in [Language], for example, magazine and newspaper articles, diary entries,
advertisements, brochures, reports, literary texts, blogs, conversations, interviews, announcements,
talks, songs, speeches, voicemail, podcasts, radio broadcasts, and websites.
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The design of the assessments should enable students to:
• interpret meaning in text(s), by identifying and explaining
– the content (general and specific information)
– the context, purpose, and audience of the text
– concepts, perspectives, and ideas represented in texts
• analyse the language in text(s) (e.g. tone, register, linguistic, cultural, and stylistic features)
• reflect on how cultures, values, beliefs, practices, and ideas are represented or expressed in text(s).
When selecting texts for interpretation, teachers should take into consideration the processing demands
placed on students, for example, the:
• nature and complexity of ideas in the text
• reading time required to access meaning in the text (based on the length of the text and the
processing demands of the writing system of the language).
For this assessment type, students provide evidence of their learning primarily in relation to the
following assessment design criteria:
• expression
•

interpretation and reflection.

Assessment Type 4: Investigation
Students undertake an investigation demonstrating research and personal reflection on a cultural or
social aspect or issue of a topic or subtopic associated with ‘The [Language]-speaking Communities’ or
‘The Changing World’ themes. The aspect or issue for research may be chosen by negotiation with, or at
the direction of, the teacher. Students should complete both assessments for the investigation:
• an oral or written or multimodal response in [Language] (e.g. a report, article, blog, presentation, talk,
podcast, or website)
• a reflective response in English.

An Oral or Written or Multimodal Response in [Language]
Students:
• interact with people to exchange information, ideas, opinions, and experiences in spoken [Language].
Students may give a multimodal presentation, talk, or speech to a specific audience and respond to
questions
or
• create a text in which they express ideas, information, and opinions about their investigation in written
[Language]. This may include, for example, writing articles, blogs, or reports.
The design of the assessment(s) should specify a context, purpose, and audience. The design of an
assessment requiring a written response should specify the text type for production and the specific
kind of writing required (e.g. informative, imaginative, narrative, personal, persuasive, evaluative, or
descriptive).

A Reflective Response in English
Students reflect on their experience in undertaking the investigation in English.
Students may reflect on, for example:
• learning that was new, surprising, challenging
• how the learning may have changed their thinking
• how cultures, values, beliefs, practices, and ideas are represented or expressed in the texts studied
• their own values, beliefs, practices, and ideas in relation to those represented or expressed in the texts
studied

Stage 1 Nationally Assessed Languages Continuers Level 2022
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•

how the investigation has increased their understanding of the [Language]-speaking communities

•

how their learning in their investigation has contributed to their understanding of themselves
(e.g. identity, culture(s), values).

Students:
• write a reflective response (e.g. a reflective essay, a personal journal entry, a blog)
or
• give, for example, an oral presentation, talk, or speech to a specific audience
or
• participate in a discussion (individual or round table).
For this assessment type, students provide evidence of their learning in relation to the following
assessment design criteria:
• ideas
• expression
• interpretation and reflection.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
The performance standards describe five levels of achievement, A to E.
Each level of achievement describes the knowledge, skills, and understanding that teachers refer to in
deciding how well a student has demonstrated his or her learning on the basis of the evidence provided.
During the teaching and learning program the teacher gives students feedback on their learning, with
reference to the performance standards.
At the student’s completion of study of a subject, the teacher makes a decision about the quality of the
student’s learning by:
• referring to the performance standards
• taking into account the weighting of each assessment type
• assigning a subject grade between A and E.
Teachers can use a SACE Board school assessment grade calculator to help them to assign the subject
grade. The calculator is available on the SACE website (www.sace.sa.edu.au).
A generic set of performance standards has been developed for languages at continuers level.
The complexity of language and ideas in texts selected for interpretation, and the complexity of ideas
that students exchange and express when interacting and creating texts, will vary between languages.
The complexity of language and ideas is based on, for example, the nature of the writing system and the
linguistic and cultural distance of the language from English.
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Comprehensive evidence of planning and
preparation.

Effective elaboration of ideas and support of
opinions.

Depth and breadth in the treatment of ideas,
information, or opinions on familiar topics.

Depth of Treatment of Ideas, Information, or
Opinions

Responses successfully create the desired
impact and interest, and engage the
audience.

Responses consistently convey the
appropriate detail, ideas, information, and
opinions.

Responses are consistently relevant to
context, purpose, audience, and topic.

Ideas

-

Conventions of the text type are observed.

Information and ideas are organised logically
and coherently.

Coherence in Structure and Sequence

Fluent expression and effective use of
intonation and stress, with mostly accurate
pronunciation.

Expression consistently appropriate to the
cultural and social context.

Effective use of a range of cohesive devices
to connect ideas.
Responses to open-ended questions on
familiar topics are quick, confident, and
fluent. There may be some hesitation when
dealing with unfamiliar topics.

Use of a number of communication
strategies to maintain interaction (e.g. using
new vocabulary encountered during
interaction, asking for repetition, affirming,
self-correcting).

Interaction is sustained on familiar topics
with minimal input from the interlocutor.
Interest and enthusiasm for the topic of
conversation are conveyed highly effectively.

Familiar vocabulary and sentence structures
are used with a high degree of accuracy in
familiar contexts.
Some errors when trying to use more
complex structures, but errors do not usually
impede meaning.

Capacity to Interact and Maintain a
Conversation

Capacity to Convey Information Accurately
and Appropriately

Expression

Thoughtful reflection on own learning.

Insightful reflection on own values, beliefs,
ideas, and practices in relation to those
represented in the text.

In-depth reflection on how cultures, values,
beliefs, practices, and ideas are represented
or expressed in the text.

Reflection

Ways in which stylistic features used for
effect in the text (e.g. register, tone, textual
features/organisation) are explained clearly.

The functions of particular linguistic and
cultural features in the text are explained
clearly.

Analysis of the Language in Texts

Concepts, perspectives, and ideas
represented in the text are identified and
explained with clarity and insight.

Conclusions are drawn about purpose,
audience, message (argument) of the text,
and are justified with evidence from the text.

Thoughtful interpretation of texts containing
familiar and unfamiliar language and content
on a range of familiar topics.

Interpretation of Meaning in Texts

Interpretation and Reflection

Performance Standards for Stage 1 Nationally Assessed Languages at Continuers Level
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Relevance

B

Sound planning and preparation.

Generally effective elaboration of ideas, and
some support of opinions.

Breadth and some depth in the treatment of
ideas, information, or opinions on familiar
topics.

Depth of Treatment of Ideas, Information, or
Opinions

Responses generally create the desired
impact and interest, and engage the
audience.

Responses mostly convey the appropriate
detail, ideas, information, and opinions.

Responses are mostly relevant to context,
purpose, audience, and topic.

Ideas

-

Most conventions of the text type are
observed.

Mostly coherent organisation of information
and ideas.

Coherence in Structure and Sequence

Some degree of fluency. Responses are
hesitant when dealing with unfamiliar
contexts. Reasonably accurate pronunciation
and intonation.

Expression mostly appropriate to the cultural
and social context.

Use of simple cohesive devices to link ideas.

Some fluency in responding to questions on
familiar topics. Occasional silences because
of lack of comprehension and time required
to process more complex language.

Use of a number of communication
strategies to maintain interaction
(e.g. responding to correction by the
interlocutor, using prepared phrases to
indicate lack of comprehension and ask for
support).

Use of well-rehearsed language to maintain
an interaction on familiar topics. Some
reliance on input from the interlocutor to
maintain interaction. Interest in the topic is
conveyed effectively.

Familiar vocabulary and sentence structures
are used with a sound degree of accuracy in
familiar contexts.
Errors made when more complex structures
are attempted may sometimes impede
meaning.

Capacity to Interact and Maintain a
Conversation

Capacity to Convey Information Accurately
and Appropriately

Expression

Some depth in reflection on own learning.

Some depth in reflection on own values,
beliefs, ideas, and practices in relation to
those represented in the text.

Some depth in reflection on how cultures,
values, beliefs, practices, and ideas are
represented or expressed in the text.

Reflection

Stylistic features in the text are identified
(e.g. register, tone, textual
features/organisation).

The functions of particular linguistic features
in the text are identified and described.
Cultural features in the text are recognised
and described (e.g. idiom, rhetoric,
expressions).

Analysis of the Language in Texts

Concepts, perspectives, and ideas
represented in the text are generally
identified and explained with some clarity.

Some conclusions are drawn about purpose,
audience, message (argument) of the text,
and supported with some relevant examples
from the text.

Key ideas represented in texts containing
familiar language and familiar content are
identified and explained.

Interpretation of Meaning in Texts

Interpretation and Reflection
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Competent planning and preparation.

Simple sentences usually containing one
idea are used with some effectiveness to
convey meaning and support an opinion.

Some variety in the treatment of information
and simple ideas or opinions on familiar
topics.

Depth of Treatment of Ideas, Information, or
Opinions

Responses generally create some interest
and partly engage the audience.

Responses generally convey simple ideas
and opinions, with generally appropriate
information.

Some of the conventions of the text type are
observed (e.g. can use rehearsed
salutations).

Generally coherent organisation of
information and ideas.

Coherence in Structure and Sequence

Some hesitancy in responding. Pronunciation
and information are understandable.

Expression generally appropriate to the
cultural and social context.

Often relies on one or two cohesive devices
to link ideas.
Responses may be hesitant and fluency is
often confined to pre-learnt material.

Often relies on the interlocutor’s sentence
patterns to respond. Partial understanding of
questions may lead to a response that is not
relevant.

Use of well-rehearsed language to maintain
an interaction by responding to simple
questions on familiar topics. Reliance on the
interlocutor to take the lead and maintain
interaction. Some interest in the topic is
conveyed.

Use of familiar vocabulary and sentence
structures and well-rehearsed language to
convey meaning. Structure often based on
word order derived from English when
attempts are made to elaborate.
Accuracy tends to be variable with some
quite basic errors. Generally accurate when
using formulaic expressions and rehearsed
patterns.

Capacity to Interact and Maintain a
Conversation

Expression

Capacity to Convey Information Accurately
and Appropriately

OFFICIAL

Responses are generally relevant to the topic
and purpose, with some relevance to context
and audience.

Ideas

-

Some reflection on learning experiences.

Some reflection on own values, beliefs, ideas,
and practices in relation to those represented
in the text.

Some reflection on, with mostly description
of, cultures, values, beliefs, practices, and
ideas represented or expressed in the text.

Reflection

Particular stylistic features are identified.

Particular linguistic and cultural features of
the text are identified.

Analysis of the Language in Texts

Main concepts, ideas, and one or more
perspectives in the text are identified, with
some explanation.

Competent understanding of context,
purpose, and audience, supported with
isolated examples from the text.

Identifies and explains some relevant
information from texts on familiar topics
containing predictable and familiar language
structures.

Interpretation of Meaning in Texts

Interpretation and Reflection

OFFICIAL
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D

Some planning and preparation.

Simple sentences are used with partial
effectiveness to convey an idea or opinion.
Sentences may be short or incomplete

Some basic treatment of information or
ideas relating to simple aspects of familiar
topics.

Depth of Treatment of Ideas, Information, or
Opinions

Responses include one or more elements of
interest that may engage the audience.

Responses convey some basic information
that may be appropriate.

Responses partially relevant to the topic and
purpose.

Ideas

-

Utterances rarely consist of more than two
or three words and there are frequent
pauses, repetition, and inaccuracies.

The language produced contains frequent
errors and only partially communicates what
is intended. Responses may resemble literal
translations from first language.

Inconsistent use of limited conventions of
the text type.

Responses tend to be a series of loosely
connected sentences.

Coherence in Structure and Sequence

Frequent hesitancy in responding.
Pronunciation may impede meaning.

Expression occasionally appropriate to the
cultural and social context.

Repetition, rephrasing of questions, and a
slowed rate of speech are required for
comprehension.

Routine courtesy phrases and basic
structures are used to respond to simple
questions on familiar topics. Interaction is
maintained by input from the interlocutor.
Some interest in the topic may be conveyed.

Reliance on learnt structures and formulaic
expressions to convey meaning. Learnt
vocabulary and structures are recombined to
create simple sentences on very familiar
topics.

A cohesive device may be used with some
effectiveness.

Capacity to Interact and Maintain a
Conversation

Capacity to Convey Information Accurately
and Appropriately

Expression
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Learning experiences are recounted.

One or more of own values, beliefs, ideas, or
practices in relation to those represented in
the text are described.

One or more familiar aspects of cultures,
values, beliefs, practices, or ideas
represented or expressed in the text are
identified.

Reflection

One or more stylistic features are identified.

One or more basic linguistic and/or cultural
features of the text are identified.

Analysis of the Language in Texts

Identification of one or more concepts or
ideas, with specific information in the text
transcribed rather than interpreted.

Some basic understanding of context,
purpose, and/or audience.

Keywords and some supporting detail are
identified in texts dealing with familiar
situations.

Interpretation of Meaning in Texts

Interpretation and Reflection

OFFICIAL
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E

Attempted planning or preparation.

Responses are brief and often rely on a
keyword to attempt to convey basic
meaning.

Attempted treatment of simple information
relating to one or more aspects of familiar
topics.

Depth of Treatment of Ideas, Information, or
Opinions

Responses attempt to include an element of
interest.

Responses attempt to convey some basic
information with limited appropriateness.

Stage 1 Nationally Assessed Languages Continuers Level 2022
Attempted use of one or more conventions
of the text type.

Responses are disjointed.

Coherence in Structure and Sequence

Learning experiences are listed.

One or more of own values, beliefs, practices,
or ideas are identified.

One or more formulaic cultural expressions
are identified.

Reflection

Attempted identification of a stylistic feature.

Attempted identification of a basic linguistic
feature of the text.

Limited appropriateness of expression.
Always or mostly hesitant in responding.
Pronunciation may still be strongly
influenced by first or different language and
impedes meaning.

Analysis of the Language in Texts

Frequent long pauses to process questions.

Understanding of information is limited to
occasional isolated words (e.g. borrowed
words, high-frequency social conventions).

Identification of a context, purpose, or
audience.

Isolated items of information are identified in
texts on familiar topics containing simple
language.

Interpretation of Meaning in Texts

Interpretation and Reflection

Attempted use of a cohesive device, with
limited effectiveness.

High incidence of basic errors that impede
meaning, with evidence of the influence of
syntax of English and/or other languages.

Relies on interlocutor to assist with
communication breakdowns to complete
sentences or to interpret intended meanings.

Limited range of vocabulary and sentence
structures, with use of single words and set
formulaic expressions to convey basic
information relating to familiar topics.
Mostly single words are used to respond.
Frequent misunderstandings of simple
questions.

Capacity to Interact and Maintain a
Conversation

Expression

Capacity to Convey Information Accurately
and Appropriately

OFFICIAL

Responses have limited relevance to the
topic and purpose.

Ideas

-

OFFICIAL
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ASSESSMENT INTEGRITY
The SACE Assuring Assessment Integrity Policy outlines the principles and processes that teachers and
assessors follow to assure the integrity of student assessments. This policy is available on the SACE
website (www.sace.sa.edu.au) as part of the SACE Policy Framework.
The SACE Board uses a range of quality assurance processes so that the grades awarded for student
achievement in the school assessment are applied consistently and fairly against the performance
standards for a subject, and are comparable across all schools.
Information and guidelines on quality assurance in assessment at Stage 1 are available on the SACE
website (www.sace.sa.edu.au).
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SUPPORT MATERIALS
SUBJECT-SPECIFIC ADVICE
Online support materials are provided for each subject and updated regularly on the SACE website
(www.sace.sa.edu.au). Examples of support materials are sample learning and assessment plans,
annotated assessment tasks, annotated student responses, and recommended resource materials.

ADVICE ON ETHICAL STUDY AND RESEARCH
Advice for students and teachers on ethical study and research practices is available in the guidelines
on the ethical conduct of research in the SACE on the SACE website (www.sace.sa.edu.au).
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LEARNING SCOPE AND REQUIREMENTS
LEARNING REQUIREMENTS
The learning requirements summarise the knowledge, skills, and understanding that students are
expected to develop and demonstrate through their learning in a Stage 2 nationally assessed language
at continuers level.
In these subjects, students are expected to develop and apply linguistic and intercultural knowledge,
understanding, and skills to:
1. interact with others to exchange information, ideas, opinions, and experiences in [Language]
2. create texts in [Language] to express information, feelings, ideas, and opinions
3. analyse texts that are in [Language] to interpret meaning
4. examine relationships between language, culture, and identity, and reflect on the ways in which
culture influences communication.

CONTENT
A Stage 2 nationally assessed language at continuers level is a 20-credit subject.
Stage 2 [Language] at continuers level is organised around three prescribed themes and a number of
prescribed topics and suggested subtopics. These themes have been selected to promote meaningful
communication and enable students to extend their understanding of the interdependence of language,
culture, and identity. The themes, topics, and subtopics are intended to be covered across Stage 1 and
Stage 2.
The prescribed themes are consistent across all languages at continuers level. The prescribed topics
may vary from one language to another.

Themes, Topics, and Subtopics
Refer to Appendix A for language-specific information.
There are three prescribed themes:
•
•
•

The Individual
The [Language]-speaking Communities
The Changing World.

The theme ‘The Individual’ enables students to explore aspects of their personal world, for example,
sense of self, aspirations, personal values, opinions, ideas, and relationships with others. This theme
also enables students to study topics from the perspectives of other people.
The theme ‘The [Language]-speaking Communities’ explores topics from the perspectives of diverse
individuals and groups within those communities or the communities as a whole, and encourages
students to reflect on their own attitudes, beliefs, and values and develop an understanding of how
culture and identity are expressed through language.
The theme ‘The Changing World’ enables students to explore change as it affects the world of work and
other topics, as specified in Appendix A.
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These themes have a number of prescribed topics and suggested subtopics with which students
engage in their study of [Language]. The placement of topics under one or more of the three themes is
intended to provide a particular perspective or perspectives on each of the topics. The suggested
subtopics expand on the topics and provide guidance to students and teachers on how the topics may
be treated.
The topics are broad enough to allow flexibility in school programs, but specific enough to be of
practical assistance to students and teachers. Not all topics will require the same amount of study time.
Students should study a range of spoken, written, visual, and multimodal texts in [Language] in their
treatment of themes, topics, and subtopics. The language that students use to respond to a text may be
either the language they are studying or English, as appropriate.
The length of time and depth of treatment for each topic will depend on a number of factors, including
the:
• particular learning requirement(s) being covered
• degree of familiarity that the student has with topics studied previously
• needs and interests of the students
• nature of the language itself
• linguistic and conceptual complexity of the texts selected for study
• linguistic and sociocultural distance between the topic and the student’s own world and experience
• assessments (including ways in which they are structured, conditions under which they are set)
• language of the response
• access to resources.
Teachers should structure and organise programs based on the prescribed themes and topics so that
they address all the learning requirements of this subject outline.

Text Types
In their teaching, learning, and assessment programs, teachers will introduce students to a wide range
of text types. Text types for receptive use in teaching, learning, and assessment are not prescribed.
In the external examination, students will be expected to be able to produce the following text types:
article, blog, diary/journal entry, email, letter (formal or informal), text of an interview, message, note,
report, review, script of a play, script of a speech or talk, story.
Students should be familiar with and able to produce the following kinds of writing: personal,
informative, imaginative, evaluative, reflective, narrative, persuasive, descriptive.

Vocabulary
Although there are no prescribed vocabulary lists, students should be familiar with a range of
vocabulary and idioms relevant to the topics prescribed in this subject outline.

Dictionaries
Students should be encouraged to use monolingual and/or bilingual printed dictionaries and develop the
necessary skills and confidence to do so effectively.
Students are allowed to use printed dictionaries in the written examination.

Grammar
Refer to Appendix A for language-specific information.

Stage 2 Nationally Assessed Languages Continuers Level 2022
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ASSESSMENT SCOPE AND REQUIREMENTS
All Stage 2 subjects have a school assessment component and an external assessment component.

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
The following assessment types enable students to demonstrate their learning in
Stage 2 nationally assessed languages at continuers level:
School Assessment (70%)
• Assessment Type 1: Folio (50%)
• Assessment Type 2: In-depth Study (20%)
External Assessment (30%)
• Assessment Type 3: Examination (30%).
Students should provide evidence of their learning through eight to ten assessments, including the
external assessment component. Students undertake:
• three to five assessments for the folio
• one oral presentation in [Language], one written response to the topic in [Language], and one reflective
response in English for the in-depth study
• one oral examination
• one written examination.
Teachers should ensure a balance of macro skills and of knowledge, skills, and topics across the set of
assessments.

ASSESSMENT DESIGN CRITERIA
The assessment design criteria are based on the learning requirements and are used by:
• teachers to clarify for the student what he or she needs to learn
• teachers and assessors to design opportunities for the student to provide evidence of his or her
learning at the highest possible level of achievement.
The assessment design criteria consist of specific features that:
• students should demonstrate in their learning
• teachers and assessors look for as evidence that students have met the learning requirements.
In these subjects the assessment design criteria are:
ideas
• expression
• interpretation and reflection.
•

The specific features of these criteria are described below.
The set of assessments, as a whole, must give students opportunities to demonstrate each of the
specific features by the completion of study of the subject.
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Ideas
The specific features are as follows:
I1
Relevance
– relevance to context, purpose, audience, and topic
– conveying appropriate detail, ideas, information, or opinions
– creating interest and engaging the audience.
I2
Depth of treatment of ideas, information, or opinions
– depth and breadth of content
– elaboration of ideas and support of opinions
– planning and preparation.

Expression
The specific features are as follows:
E1
Capacity to convey information accurately and appropriately
– range of expression (i.e. linguistic structures and features)
– accuracy of expression (i.e. linguistic structures and features, grammar)
– use of cohesive devices
– appropriateness of expression, including cultural appropriateness
– clarity of expression, including fluency, pronunciation, and intonation.
E2
Coherence in structure and sequence
– organisation of information and ideas
– use of the conventions of text types.
E3
Capacity to interact and maintain a conversation and discussion
– interaction on topics (i.e. relating to the interlocutor, interest in the topic)
– use of communication strategies (i.e. comprehension, responding to cues)
– fluency of responses.

Interpretation and Reflection
The specific features are as follows:
IR1 Interpretation of meaning in texts, by identifying and explaining
– the content (general and specific information)
– the context, purpose, and audience of the text
– concepts, perspectives, and ideas represented in the text.
IR2 Analysis of the language in texts
– linguistic and cultural features (e.g. word choice, expressions, idiom)
– stylistic features (e.g. tone, register, phrasing and repetition, textual features and organisation).
IR3 Reflection
– reflection on how cultures, values, beliefs, practices, and ideas are represented or expressed in
texts
– reflection on own values, beliefs, practices, and ideas in relation to those represented or
expressed in the texts studied
– reflection on own learning.

Stage 2 Nationally Assessed Languages Continuers Level 2022
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SCHOOL ASSESSMENT
Assessment Type 1: Folio (50%)
There are three assessments for the folio:
• Interaction
• Text Production
• Text Analysis.
Students should undertake all three assessments for the folio at least once.

Interaction
Students interact with others to exchange information, ideas, opinions, and experiences in spoken
[Language].
Students may participate in, for example, conversations, interviews, discussions, forums or debates, or
give multimodal presentations or talks to specific audiences and respond to questions in [Language]
(5 to 7 minutes).
The design of the assessments should specify a context, purpose, and audience.
For interaction, students provide evidence of their learning primarily in relation to the following
assessment design criteria:
• ideas
• expression.

Text Production
Students create a text, in which they express ideas and/or information and/or opinions and/or feelings
in written [Language].
This may include writing articles, blogs, emails, diary entries, essays, reports, reviews, short stories,
brochures, or broadsheets, or responding to a stimulus such as a blog, personal letter, letter to the
editor, email, article, advertisement, film, or short story.
The design of the assessment(s) should specify:
• a context, purpose, and audience
• the text type for production
• the kind of writing required (e.g. informative, imaginative, narrative, personal, persuasive, evaluative, or
descriptive).
For text production, students provide evidence of their learning primarily in relation to the following
assessment design criteria:
•
•

ideas
expression.

Text Analysis
Students analyse and interpret texts that are in [Language] with a response or responses in [Language]
and/or English. Teachers may negotiate the form of presentation of the response with students.
Students analyse and interpret meaning and reflect on language use by responding to written, spoken,
or multimodal texts in [Language] (e.g. magazine and newspaper articles, diaries, advertisements,
brochures, reports, literary texts, blogs, conversations, interviews, announcements, talks, songs,
speeches, voicemail, podcasts, radio broadcasts, websites).
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The design of the assessment(s) should enable students to:
•

•
•

interpret meaning in texts, by identifying and explaining
– the content (general and specific information)
– the context, purpose, and audience of the text
– concepts, perspectives, and ideas represented in texts
analyse the language in texts (e.g. tone, register, and linguistic, cultural, and stylistic features)
reflect on how cultures, beliefs, values, practices, and ideas are represented or expressed in texts.

When selecting texts for interpretation teachers should take into consideration the processing demands
placed on students, for example, the:
• nature and complexity of ideas in the text
• reading time required to access meaning in the text (based on the length of the text and the
processing demands of the writing system of the language).
For text analysis, students provide evidence of their learning primarily in relation to the following
assessment design criteria:
• expression
• interpretation and reflection.

Assessment Type 2: In-depth Study (20%)
There are three assessments for the in-depth study:
• one oral presentation in [Language] (3 to 5 minutes)
• one written response to the topic in [Language] (maximum of 600 characters/500 words)
• one reflective response in English (maximum of 600 words, or 5 to 7 minutes).
Students should undertake all three assessments for the in-depth study.
The three assessments should differ in context, audience, and purpose, and be supported by evidence
of research, interpretation and text analysis, and preparation.
Students undertake an in-depth study demonstrating research and personal reflection on an aspect or
aspects of a topic associated with ‘The [Language]-speaking Communities’ or ‘The Changing World’
themes. The in-depth study is intended to be more than learning a body of facts and reporting on them.
It requires analysis and reflection.
The subject of the in-depth study will be the focus of the discussion section of the external oral
examination. Details of the discussion are under ‘External Assessment — Oral Examination — Section 2:
Discussion’.
Teachers may either choose the topic of the in-depth study and the associated texts or support
materials that the class will study, or allow each student to choose his or her own topic, and give advice
and assistance in selecting and analysing appropriate texts. If the teacher chooses the topic of the indepth study, then each student should research a different aspect of this topic.
It is important that there is some individuality in the research focus, so that students bring their own
knowledge, insights, and opinions to their study. Students should participate as much as possible in
selecting their own topic, so that they take ownership and view the study as a personal investigation of
relevance and meaning to them. Some topics may enable students to make comparisons between their
learning and their personal experience.
The texts that form the basis of the in-depth study will depend upon the availability of appropriate
resources. These could include, for example, guest speakers, newspaper articles, websites,
documentaries, films, short stories, songs, interviews, and oral histories, either in their original form or
adapted for language learning. Texts used may also be subtitled, or produced in English, if appropriate.
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A range of different texts relating to the topic of the in-depth study should be selected for analysis and
interpretation, so that students are able to explore their topic in sufficient depth. At least three of the
texts should be in [Language].
Students collate evidence of their preparation for the in-depth study for verification. Such evidence may
include:
• a list of words, phrases, or expressions
• a draft of the response in [Language]
• a draft of the response in English
• personal notes, paragraphs, or short summaries relating to texts analysed in the student’s own words
• personal reflections
• charts, maps, diagrams, pictures, as appropriate
• a bibliography or references.
The assessment of the in-depth study should enable students to demonstrate what they have learnt
about the topic and to share findings, information, opinions, and interpretations with others.

An Oral Presentation in [Language] (3 to 5 minutes)
Students present ideas, opinions, information, and experiences in spoken [Language] about an aspect of
their in-depth study. Students may participate in, for example, a multimodal presentation or a talk for a
specific audience. The design of the assessment should specify a context, purpose, and audience.

A Written Response to the Topic in [Language] (maximum of 600 characters/500 words)
Students write one text in [Language], in which they express ideas and/or information and/or opinions in
relation to their in-depth study.
The design of the assessment should specify:
• a context, purpose, and audience
• the text type for production
• the kind of writing required (e.g. informative, imaginative, narrative, personal, persuasive, or
descriptive).

A Reflective Response in English (maximum of 600 words, or 5 to 7 minutes)
Students reflect on, for example, their experience in undertaking the in-depth study in English.
Students may reflect on:
• how the research experience was similar to or different from their preconceptions
• how the research has influenced their thinking about language and culture
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

how cultures, values, ideas, practices, and beliefs are represented or expressed in the texts studied
how the research has influenced their own understandings or perspectives on issues/topics
learning that was new, surprising, or challenging
how the learning may have changed their thinking
how the in-depth study has increased their understanding of the [Language]-speaking communities
how their learning in their in-depth study has contributed to their understanding of themselves
(e.g. identity, culture(s), values)
their own values, beliefs, practices, and ideas in relation to those represented or expressed in the texts
studied
how they may use this experience in the future.
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Students are required to:
• write a reflective response (e.g. a reflective essay, a personal journal entry, a blog)
or
• give, for example, an oral presentation or talk to a specific audience.

For this assessment type, students provide evidence of their learning in relation to the following
assessment design criteria:
• ideas
• expression
• interpretation and reflection.

EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT
Assessment Type 3: Examination (30%)
The examination consists of two assessments:
• an oral examination
• a written examination.

Oral Examination
The oral examination is designed to assess primarily students’ knowledge and skill in using spoken
[Language]. The oral examination takes approximately 15 minutes and has two sections.
Section 1: Conversation (approximately 7 minutes)
The examination begins with a conversation between the student and the examiner(s). It consists of a
general conversation about the student’s personal world (e.g. life, family and friends, interests and
aspirations).
Section 2: Discussion (approximately 8 minutes)
After the conversation the student indicates to the examiner(s) the subject of the in-depth study chosen
for the discussion. The student explores with the examiner(s) the subject of the in-depth study and
refers to the texts studied. The student may also refer to personal experiences related to the subject of
the in-depth study.
The student may support the conversation and discussion with objects such as photographs, pictures,
and maps. Notes and cue cards are not permitted.

Written Examination
The written examination takes 160-minutes and has three sections:
• Section 1: Listening and Responding
•
•

Section 2: Reading and Responding
Section 3: Writing in [Language].

Students are allowed to use monolingual and/or bilingual printed dictionaries in the written examination.
Section 1: Listening and Responding
Section 1 of the written examination has two parts, Part A and Part B. Students analyse and interpret
spoken texts and respond, in English in Part A and in [Language] in Part B, to questions on the texts.
The texts in both parts will be related to one or more of the prescribed themes.
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Students hear six texts in [Language], covering a number of text types. The total listening time, for one
reading of the texts without pauses, will be approximately 8 minutes (16 minutes in total for two
readings of each text).
Some texts will be short; that is, one reading of each text will be approximately 35 to 45 seconds. Some
texts will be longer; that is, one reading of each text will be approximately 90 to 120 seconds. Each text
will be heard twice. There will be a pause between the first and second readings, in which students may
make notes. Students will be given sufficient time after the second reading to complete their answers.
Students respond to a range of question types, such as completing a table, chart, list, or form; or
responding to a message, open-ended questions, or multiple-choice items.
In both parts, students are expected to:
• understand general and specific aspects of texts by identifying and analysing information
• convey information accurately and appropriately.
Part A
There will be three texts, including at least one shorter text and at least one longer text.
Questions on the texts will be written in English for answers in English.
Part B
There will be three texts, including at least one shorter text and at least one longer text.
Questions on the texts will be written in English and [Language] for answers in [Language].
Section 2: Reading and Responding
Section 2 of the written examination has two parts, Part A and Part B. Students analyse and interpret
written texts, and analyse and exchange information in response to a text or texts.
The texts in both parts will be related to one or more of the prescribed themes.
Part A
In Part A, students demonstrate understanding of written text by, for example:
extracting, summarising, and/or evaluating information from one or two texts
• responding critically to the text(s)
• comparing and/or contrasting aspects of both texts, where there are two texts.
•

Students are expected to convey information accurately and appropriately.
Students read one or two texts in [Language] of approximately 400 words in total. Where there are two
texts, the texts will be different in style and purpose but may be related in subject matter or context.
Questions on the texts will be written in English for answers in English.
Part B
In Part B, students demonstrate both an understanding of a written text and the ability to exchange
information by responding in [Language] to information provided in the text.
Students read a short text (approximately 150 words) in [Language]. Students are required to
demonstrate understanding of the text through processing the information from the stimulus material.
The question will specify a purpose, a context, and an audience. Students produce a text type drawn
from those prescribed for productive use in this subject outline. One or two related texts may be used in
the stimulus text. However, if two texts are used (for example, an attachment within an email) they must
be presented as one text with two parts in the examination. Students are expected to convey
information coherently and appropriately.
Students write a response of approximately 150 words in [Language].
The question will be written in English and [Language] for a response in [Language].
30
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Section 3: Writing in [Language]
Students write one text in [Language], in which they express ideas and/or information and/or opinions.
There will be a choice of two to four questions, which will be related to one or more of the prescribed
themes. Questions will accommodate a range of student interests and will be set to ensure that
students are given opportunities to produce different kinds of writing (e.g. personal, informative,
imaginative, evaluative, reflective, narrative, persuasive, or descriptive), either individually or in
combination by, for example:
• having different purposes, audiences, and contexts
• requiring different text types (see the lists of text types for productive use).
Students write a response of approximately 250 words in [Language].
Questions will be written in English and [Language] for a response in [Language].
All specific features of the assessment design criteria for nationally assessed languages at continuers
level may be assessed in the external examination.

Summary of Examination Specifications
Oral Examination (time allocation — 15 minutes)
Section 1: Conversation — approximately 7 minutes (10 marks)
Section 2: Discussion — approximately 8 minutes (15 marks)

Written Examination (time allocation — 160 minutes)
Section 1: Listening and Responding
Part A: Three texts in [Language] with answers in English (15 marks)
Part B: Three texts in [Language] with answers in [Language] (15 marks)
Section 2: Reading and Responding
Part A: One or two texts in [Language] with answers in English (10 marks)
Part B: One text in [Language] with response in [Language] (15 marks)
Section 3: Writing in [Language]
Original text to be written in [Language] (20 marks)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
The performance standards describe five levels of achievement, A to E.
Each level of achievement describes the knowledge, skills, and understanding that teachers and
assessors refer to in deciding how well a student has demonstrated his or her learning on the basis of
the evidence provided.
During the teaching and learning program the teacher gives students feedback on their learning, with
reference to the performance standards.
At the student’s completion of study of each school assessment type, the teacher makes a decision
about the quality of the student’s learning by:
• referring to the performance standards
•

assigning a grade between A+ and E− for the assessment type.

The student’s school assessment and external assessment are combined for a final result, which is
reported as a grade between A+ and E−.
Stage 2 Nationally Assessed Languages Continuers Level 2022
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A generic set of performance standards has been developed for languages at continuers level.
The complexity of language and ideas in texts selected for interpretation, and the complexity of ideas
exchanged and expressed by students when interacting and creating texts, will vary between languages.
The complexity of language and ideas is based on, for example, the nature of the writing system and the
linguistic and cultural distance of the language from English.
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Comprehensive evidence of planning and
preparation.

Ideas are elaborated, opinions and
arguments are supported and justified, and
complex ideas are communicated effectively,
with originality and creativity.

Depth and breadth in the treatment of the
topic and content are very detailed and
varied.

Depth of Treatment of Ideas, Information, or
Opinions

Responses successfully create the desired
impact and interest, and engage the
audience.

Responses consistently convey the
appropriate detail, ideas, information, and
opinions.

Responses are consistently relevant to
context, purpose, audience, and topic.

Ideas

-

Conventions of the text type are observed.

Information and ideas are organised logically
and coherently.

Coherence in Structure and Sequence

Very effective communication with a high
degree of fluency. Pronunciation is accurate,
and there is little hesitation in the choice of
linguistic resources. Intonation and stress
are used effectively to enhance meaning.

Expression consistently appropriate to the
cultural and social context.

Effective use of a range of sophisticated
cohesive devices to connect ideas.

Responses are quick, confident, and fluent.
Topic shifts and unpredictable elements are
handled well.

A variety of communication strategies are
used with effect during interaction (e.g. using
new vocabulary encountered during
interaction, seeking clarification, using
appropriate pause fillers).

Interaction is initiated, sustained, and
spontaneous across a wide range of topics.
Comments or opinions are adjusted or
elaborated on in response to reactions and
comments. Interest and enthusiasm for the
topic of discussion are conveyed.

Use of an extensive range of complex
linguistic structures and features with a high
degree of accuracy to achieve interest, flow,
and cohesion.
A few errors may be evident when
attempting to use more complex language,
but errors do not impede meaning.

Capacity to Interact and Maintain a
Conversation and Discussion

Capacity to Convey Information Accurately
and Appropriately

Expression

Critical reflection on own learning.

Sophisticated recognition and explanation of
connections between own values, beliefs,
practices, and ideas, and those explored in
texts.

Critical reflection on how cultures, values,
beliefs, practices, and ideas are represented
or expressed in texts.

Reflection

Detailed explanation of how stylistic features
are used for effect in the text (e.g. register,
tone, textual features/organisation).

The functions of particular linguistic and
cultural features in the text are explained
with clarity and insight.

Analysis of the Language in Texts

Concepts, perspectives, and ideas
represented in the text are identified and
explained with clarity and insight.

Conclusions are drawn about the purpose,
audience, and message (argument) of the
text, and justified with evidence from the
text.

Detailed and appropriate use of evidence
from texts to support
arguments/conclusions. Interpretations are
enhanced by making connections within
and/or between texts (e.g. comparing and
contrasting information, ideas, and opinions).

Interpretation of Meaning in Texts

Interpretation and Reflection
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Relevance

B

Sound planning and preparation.

Ideas are elaborated by offering additional
details, and opinions are supported with
examples. When dealing with unfamiliar
topics, ideas are presented as a series of
statements rather than as an argued
position.

Breadth and some depth in the treatment of
the topic.

Depth of Treatment of Ideas, Information, or
Opinions

Responses generally create the desired
impact and interest, and engage the
audience.

Responses mostly convey the appropriate
detail, ideas, information, and opinions.

Responses are mostly relevant to context,
purpose, audience, and topic.

Ideas

-

Most conventions of the text type are
observed.

Mostly coherent organisation of information
and ideas.

Coherence in Structure and Sequence

Effective communication, with some degree
of fluency. Reasonably accurate
pronunciation and intonation.

Expression is mostly appropriate to the
cultural and social context.

A range of cohesive devices are used to
connect ideas.
Occasional pauses to process questions and
to search for linguistic resources.

A number of communication strategies are
used to maintain interaction (e.g. selfcorrecting, responding to correction by the
interlocutor, seeking support and
clarification).

Interaction is maintained on a range of
familiar topics. Some clarification or
repetition is required to comprehend topic
shifts into unfamiliar areas or when complex
sentence constructions are used. Interest in
the topic is conveyed effectively.

Use of a range of linguistic structures and
features, with good control, to convey
meaning.
Mostly accurate use of high-frequency
vocabulary and sentence structures.
Attempts are made to use some complex
language, and errors sometimes impede
meaning.

Capacity to Interact and Maintain a
Conversation and Discussion

Capacity to Convey Information Accurately
and Appropriately

Expression

Thoughtful reflection on own learning.

Some depth in reflection on own values,
beliefs, practices, and ideas in relation to
those represented in texts.

Some depth in reflection on how cultures,
values, beliefs, practices, and ideas are
represented or expressed in texts.

Reflection

Some detail in explaining stylistic features in
the text (e.g. register, tone, textual
features/organisation).

The functions of particular linguistic and
cultural features in the text are described.

Analysis of the Language in Texts

Concepts, perspectives, and ideas
represented in the text are generally
identified and explained with some clarity.

Some conclusions are drawn about the
purpose, audience, and message (argument)
of the text and supported with some relevant
examples from the text.

Key ideas represented in texts are identified
and explained. Interpretations of meaning
are supported with some appropriate
examples.

Interpretation of Meaning in Texts

Interpretation and Reflection
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C
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Competent planning and preparation.

Simple sentences usually containing one
idea are used with some effectiveness to
convey meaning and support an opinion.

Some variety in the treatment of information
and simple ideas or opinions on mostly
familiar topics.

Depth of Treatment of Ideas, Information, or
Opinions

Responses generally create some interest,
and partly engage the audience.

Responses generally convey simple ideas
and opinions with generally appropriate
information.

Responses are generally relevant to topic
and purpose, with some relevance to context
and audience.

Ideas

-

Responses generally conform to the
conventions of the text type.

Generally coherent organisation of
information and ideas.

Coherence in Structure and Sequence

Some hesitancy in responding.
Pronunciation and intonation are
understandable.

Expression is generally appropriate to the
cultural and social context.

Cohesive devices are simple and repetitive.
Reliance on a limited range of cohesive
devices to connect ideas at sentence,
paragraph, and whole text level.
Occasional silences because of lack of
comprehension and time required to process
more complex language and to search for
words. Responses may be repetitive. Some
hesitation in communication when dealing
with unfamiliar contexts.

Use of prepared phrases to indicate lack of
comprehension and ask for support. Often
relies on the interlocutor’s sentence patterns
to respond.

Use of well-rehearsed language to maintain
an interaction by responding to questions on
familiar topics. Some reliance on the
interlocutor to take the lead. Some interest in
the topic is conveyed.

Use of a range of linguistic structures and
features to convey meaning. Reliance on
rehearsed patterns.
Accuracy tends to be variable, with some
basic errors. Generally accurate when using
formulaic expressions and rehearsed
patterns.

Capacity to Interact and Maintain a
Conversation and Discussion

Capacity to Convey Information Accurately
and Appropriately

Expression

Some reflection on own learning.

Some reflection on, with mostly description
of, own values, beliefs, practices, and ideas in
relation to those represented in texts.

Some reflection on cultures, values, beliefs,
practices, and ideas represented or
expressed in texts.

Reflection

Identification of stylistic features in the text
(e.g. idioms, rhetoric, expressions).

Particular linguistic and cultural features of
the text are identified.

Analysis of the Language in Texts

Main concepts, ideas, and one or more
perspectives in the text are identified, with
some explanation.

Competent understanding of context,
purpose, and audience, supported with
isolated examples from the text.

Identifies and explains some relevant
information from texts on familiar topics
containing predictable and familiar language
structures.

Interpretation of Meaning in Texts

Interpretation and Reflection
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Relevance

D

Some planning and preparation.

Simple sentences are used with partial
effectiveness to convey an idea or opinion.
Sentences may be short or incomplete.

Some basic treatment of information or
ideas relating to simple aspects of familiar
topics.

Depth of Treatment of Ideas, Information, or
Opinions

Responses include one or more elements of
interest that may engage the audience.

Responses convey some basic information
that may be appropriate.

Responses partially relevant to the topic and
purpose.

Ideas

-

Some use of very basic conventions of the
text type.

Some basic organisation of information
and/or ideas.

Coherence in Structure and Sequence

Frequent hesitancy in responding.
Pronunciation may impede meaning.

Expression occasionally appropriate to
cultural and social context.

A cohesive device may be used, with some
effectiveness.
Frequent silences may occur because of lack
of comprehension and time required to
search for words and construct answers.

Reliance on repetition and rephrasing of
questions. Partial understanding of
questions may lead to a response that is not
relevant.

Routine courtesy phrases and basic
structures are used to respond to simple
questions on familiar topics. Reliance on the
interlocutor to take the lead and maintain
interaction. Some interest in the topic may
be conveyed.

Use of simple vocabulary, short sentences,
formulaic expressions, and rehearsed
patterns to convey meaning. When attempts
are made to elaborate, the structure is often
based on word order derived from English.
Frequent errors and incorrect selection of
words from the dictionary impede meaning.

Capacity to Interact and Maintain a
Conversation and Discussion

Capacity to Convey Information Accurately
and Appropriately

Expression

Learning experiences are recounted.

Some of the student’s own values, beliefs,
practices, or ideas in relation to those
represented in texts are described.

One or more familiar aspects of cultures,
values, beliefs, practices, or ideas
represented or expressed in texts are
identified.

Reflection

One or more stylistic features are identified.

One or more basic linguistic and/or cultural
features of the text are identified.

Analysis of the Language in Texts

Identification of one or more concepts or
ideas, with specific information in texts
transcribed rather than interpreted.

Some basic understanding of context,
purpose, and/or audience.

Keywords and some supporting detail are
identified in texts dealing with familiar
situations.

Interpretation of Meaning in Texts

Interpretation and Reflection
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Relevance

E

Limited organisation of information or ideas.

Attempted planning or preparation.
Limited evidence of conventions of text type.

Coherence in Structure and Sequence

Always or mostly hesitant in responding.
Pronunciation impedes meaning.

Limited appropriateness of expression.

Attempted use of a cohesive device, with
limited effectiveness.

Frequent errors impede meaning.

Reliance on interlocutor to assist with
communication breakdowns to complete
sentences or to interpret intended meanings.

Use of a very limited range of vocabulary and
sentence structures, with single words and
set formulaic expressions to convey basic
information. Reliance on anglicisms to
convey meaning.

Frequent long pauses to process questions
and to search for words. May resort to using
English to convey meaning.

Repetition, rephrasing of questions, and a
slowed rate of speech are required for
comprehension. Utterances rarely consist of
more than two or three words. Frequent
misunderstandings of simple questions.

Capacity to Interact and Maintain a
Conversation and Discussion

Capacity to Convey Information Accurately
and Appropriately

Expression

Responses are brief and often rely on a
keyword to convey basic meaning.

Attempted treatment of simple information
relating to one or more aspects of familiar
topics.

Depth of Treatment of Ideas, Information, or
Opinions

Responses attempt to include an element of
interest.

Responses attempt to convey some basic
information, with limited appropriateness.

Responses have limited relevance to the
topic and purpose.

Ideas

-

Stage 2 Nationally Assessed Languages Continuers Level 2022
Learning experiences are listed.

One or more of own values, beliefs, practices,
or ideas are identified.

One or more formulaic cultural expressions
are identified.

Reflection

Attempted identification of a stylistic feature.

Attempted identification of a basic linguistic
feature of the text.

Analysis of the Language in Texts

Understanding of information is limited to
occasional isolated words (e.g. borrowed
words, high-frequency social conventions).

Identification of a context, purpose, or
audience.

Isolated items of information are identified in
texts on familiar topics containing simple
language.

Interpretation of Meaning in Texts

Interpretation and Reflection
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ASSESSMENT INTEGRITY
The SACE Assuring Assessment Integrity Policy outlines the principles and processes that teachers and
assessors follow to assure the integrity of student assessments. This policy is available on the SACE
website (www.sace.sa.edu.au) as part of the SACE Policy Framework.
The SACE Board uses a range of quality assurance processes so that the grades awarded for student
achievement, in both the school assessment and the external assessment, are applied consistently and
fairly against the performance standards for a subject, and are comparable across all schools.
Information and guidelines on quality assurance in assessment at Stage 2 are available on the SACE
website (www.sace.sa.edu.au).
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SUPPORT MATERIALS
SUBJECT-SPECIFIC ADVICE
Online support materials are provided for each subject and updated regularly on the SACE website
(www.sace.sa.edu.au). Examples of support materials are sample learning and assessment plans,
annotated assessment tasks, annotated student responses, and recommended resource materials.

ADVICE ON ETHICAL STUDY AND RESEARCH
Advice for students and teachers on ethical study and research practices is available in the guidelines
on the ethical conduct of research in the SACE on the SACE website (www.sace.sa.edu.au).
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APPENDIX A: LANGUAGE-SPECIFIC
INFORMATION
ARMENIAN
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is Modern Armenian in contrast to Classical Armenian. There
are two branches of Modern Armenian: Eastern and Western. Both Eastern and Western Armenian are
recognised for the purposes of this subject outline. The external examination will contain some texts and
tasks in Eastern and some in Western Armenian.
Students are expected to use Mesrobian orthography, although they should also be able to read material
in other orthographies.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Armenian-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

•

•

Personal Identity
For example, self, family,
friends, celebrations and
events, relationships,
community
Education and Aspirations
For example, school life,
further education, part-time
work
Leisure and Recreation
For example, hobbies and
interests, health and fitness,
entertainment, holidays and
travel

The Armenian-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

Daily Life
For example, urban and rural
life, cultural/regional diversity,
migration

•

History and Culture
For example, festivals and
customs, historical events,
places and people, cultural
heritage

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, literature,
creative and performing arts

•

Youth Issues
For example, equality,
independence

•

World of Work
For example, technology,
career opportunities

•

Tourism
For example, travel at home
and abroad, cross-cultural
communication

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics
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TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used in the following table are not intended to promote or favour any particular
theory of grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Armenian through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Armenian in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the
following grammatical structures:

Continued overleaf
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BENGALI
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard version of Bengali, described by Suniti
Chatterjee, Dinesh Ch. Sen, Dr Mohammad Shahidullah and Raj Shekhar Basu, and augmented by any
subsequent changes approved by regulatory bodies such as Bangla Academy, Calcutta, and Bangla
Academy, Dhaka.
Students will be required to use both formal and informal registers of the language in appropriate
contexts. Regional variations in dialect, pronunciation and accent are acceptable in the oral examination.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Bengali-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, personal profile,
values, priorities, interests,
hobbies.

•

Relationships
For example, family,
relationships and
responsibilities, friendship,
social contacts.

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, goals and ideas,
school experience,
educational/vocational
priorities

The Bengali-speaking
Communities
•

History and Culture
For example, historical events,
traditions, festivals,
celebrations, myths, legends,
famous personalities.

•

Lifestyle
For example, leisure activities,
sport, food and hospitality,
socialisation, the migrant
experience, travel.

•

The Changing World
•

Social Issues
For example, youth
experience, entertainment,
changing values and
traditions, globalisation,
concern for the future world,
changing roles in the family.

•

The World of Work
For example, impact of
technology on careers and
occupations, unemployment
and employment trends, the
changing role of men and
women.

•

The Natural World
For example, pollution, global
warming, conservation.

Arts and Entertainment
For example, films, print
media, music, dance,
literature.

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used in the following table are not intended to promote or favour any particular
theory of grammar.

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Bengali Continuers Level 2022
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Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Bengali through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Bengali in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item
Verbs

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Root, infinitive, verbal noun

কর, করেত, কিরেতিছ/করিছ

Noun and verb units

কাজ কর

Regular conjugation

আিম কির, তিম কর, স কের

Common, irregular and defective verbs

আিম পাির

Present tense

কির

Past tense

করলাম/কেরিছল

Future tense

করব

Present continuous tense

কিরেতিছ/করিছ

Past continuous tense

কিরেতিছলাম/করিছলাম

Present tense

কিরয়ািছ/কেরিছ

Past perfect tense

কিরয়ািছলাম/কেরিছলাম

Habitual past tense

করতাম

Present participle

কিরেতিছ

Perfect participle

স

Past participle

করলাম

ন্ করা

Passive participle

44

Conditional participle

করেল

Active voice

আমরা ভাত খাই

Passive voice

আমােদর ারা ভাত খাওয়া হয়

Indicative mood

আমরা বই পিড়

Imperative mood

চপ কর/কেরন

Conditional mood

যিদ, হেতা বা না হেতা

Subjunctive mood

তা হাক

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Bengali Continuers Level 2022
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Adverb

Adverbial constructions using participles
Locative noun used adverbially

Noun

জাের দৗড় দাও

নদীর ধাের

Use and omission of case suffixes
Noun-noun and adjective-noun
compounds

নদীতীর, নানা প

Determiner

Particularising particles and affixes

টা, ট

Adjective

Simple adjective

নীল আকাশ, তাজা মাছ

Derived adjective

সুপাঠ ,মিলন

Comparative adjectives

Pronoun

Sentence and
phrase types

Negation

চেয়/ থেক

Superlative adjectives

সবেচেয়

Passive participle used as adjective

ভা া বাড়ী

Personal pronoun

স, িতিন, তাহারা/তারা

Possessive pronoun

আমার

Objective pronoun

আমােক, তাহার/তার

Demonstrative pronoun

এই, এই িল

Relative pronoun

য, িযিন

Indefinite pronoun

কউ, অন , অপর, পর

Interrogative pronoun

ক, কান ট, িক

Assertive sentence

স করেব

Imperative sentence

কথা ব কর

Interrogative sentences

তিম কাথায় যা ?

Passive construction

ারা, িদয়া

Use of negation

স করেবনা
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BOSNIAN
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is modern standard Bosnian, in both written and spoken forms.
Some variations in pronunciation and accent are acceptable. Students should be familiar with informal
and formal levels of language as prescribed in this subject outline.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Bosnian-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, my home and
background, friendship,
relationships, family, language
and identity, pressures and
influences

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school routine,
education, careers,
bilingualism, future aspirations
and pathways

•

Leisure, Sport, and Health
For example, fitness, sports,
physical and mental wellbeing, hobbies, leisure
activities, balancing work and
leisure, travel experiences, and
meeting and visiting people

The Bosnian-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

People and Places
For example, daily life,
Bosnians in Australia, city life,
rural life, famous Bosnianspeakers, multiculturalism, the
European Union, migration
and cultural diversity

•

Past and Present
For example, the influence of
the past on the present,
government, historical
perspectives, independence
and the contribution of
Bosnian-speakers to
Australian society

•

The Arts, Entertainment, and
Traditions
For example, the media,
architecture, music and song,
traditions, festivals, food, art,
writers and literature, film and
theatre

•

Youth Issues
For example, changes to the
employment potential of
youth, unemployment, peer
group pressure, popular
culture, youth representation,
youth and the elderly, equality
and opportunity

•

The Modern World
For example, science and
technology, innovation in the
workplace, men and women in
the workforce, the impact of
the Internet, environmental
issues, and the growth of
tourism

•

Social Issues
For example, traditional roles
in society, changing roles of
women, changes in family life,
globalisation and its effects,
and comparisons between life
in Australia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
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There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Bosnian through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Bosnian in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Nouns

Concrete
Abstract
Gender
masculine
feminine
neuter
Number
singular
plural
dual
Collective
Personal
General
Declension (7 cases)

čovjek, žena, drvo
budućnost, misao

Adjectives

Indefinite
Definite
Gender, number, case
Comparison
Superlative
Adjective from proper nouns
Irregular comparison

nepoznat čovjek
crni džemper
dobar čovjek, stara knjiga, suho lišće
crnji, blaži, ljepši
najblaži, najljepši
bosanski, sarajevski
dobar, bolji, najbolji
zao, gori, najgori

Pronouns

Personal
Relative
General
Negative
Indefinite
Possessive
Demonstrative
Quantities

ja, ti, on, ona, ono, sebe, se
ko, šta, što, koji, čiji, kakav
svako, svašta, svačiji
niko, ništa, nikoji, ničiji
neko, nešto
moj, tvoj, njegov, njezin, naš, vaš
ovaj, taj, onaj
ovoliki, tolika, ovoliko, svekoliko

Verbs

Conjugation
Regular
Transitive
Intransitive
Reflexive
Passive

čitam, čitaš, čita, čitamo
pisati, raditi, ići
kupiti tašnu, pojesti krušku
sjesti, trčati
umivati se, obuvati se
Ahmet je prozvan.

Imperative
formal/informal
infinitive
Tenses

Ustanite! Ustani!
raditi, plivati, krečiti

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Bosnian Continuers Level 2022

dječak, ormar, akšam
sestra, stolica, država
dijete, more, čitanje
gost, jaran, knjiga, ime
gosti, jarani, knjige, imena
novine, vrata, makaze
lišće, cvijeće, perje
Hasan, Bosna, Sarajevo
žena, rijeka, biljka, životinja
rijeka, rijeke, rijeci, rijeku, rijeko,
rijeci, rijekom
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

present
perfect
future
conditional
imperfect
aorist
pluperfect
Auxiliaries
to be
to want
Participles
present
past

jedem, čitam, pišem
jeo sam, čitao sam, pisao sam
ja ću jesti, ja ću čitati
volio bih, bio bih, htio bih
čitah, plakah, bijah
stigoh, rekoh, vidjeh
bio sam doveo, bio sam čitao

vičući, noseći, misleći†
dotrčavši, doznavši, kazavši†

Numerals

Cardinal
Ordinal
Declension of ordinal numbers
numeral nouns
multiplicative numbers
fractions

jedan, jedna, jedno
prvi, prva, prvo
prvom, prvu, prva
dvojica, četvero
tri puta dva
trećina, polovina

Adverbs

Time
Place
Manner
Quantities
Cause

danas, sutra, ljetos, danju
tamo, tu, desno, sprijeda, ispred
dobro, ružno, lahko/lako
mnogo, malo, skupo, pretjerano
zato, stoga, džaba, uzalud

Prepositions

With genitive
With dative
With accusative
With locative
With instrumental

do, iz, bez, iznad, kod, od, oko
k/ka, nasuprot, unatoč, uprkos
uz, niz, mimo, kroz
na, o, prema, pri, u
među, nad, pod, s(a)

Negation

Regular verbs
Mulitple negatives

ne dam, ne može, ne smiješ
Nikad se ni sa kim nije prepirao.

Sentence types

Statement
affirmative
negative
Questions
affirmative
negative
Simple sentence
Sentences without subject
Impersonal sentences
Complex sentences

†

biti, bio sam
htjeti, htio sam

Kiša pada.
Kiša ne pada.
Jesi li došao na vrijeme?
Nisi li ti zakasnio?
Ja govorim bosanski.
Pričaju po čaršiji. Pišu o tome stalno.
Sijeva. Grmi. Naoblačilo se. Rano je.
Vode nije bilo, pa je vladala žeđ. Nebo
je vedro, i sigurno će biti lijep dan.

receptive use
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Cohesive devices

Conjunctions
Exclamations
Formal and informal register

pa, te, ni, niti, a, ali, i, nego
oh, jao, gle, de, evo, eno, eto
Vi. Ti.

Style
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CHIN HAKHA
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard version of Chin Hakha.
The written form of the language to be studied and assessed in this course is in the Roman alphabet.
Although regional variation in pronunciation is acceptable, students are expected to use the modern Chin
Hakha spoken and written forms. The Chin Hakha language is mainly used in Hakha, the capital city of
Chin State, Myanmar (formerly known as Burma) and is known as the ‘Hakha holh’ or ‘Lai holh’. As well as
being used as a language of communication in the Chin State, it is also used by Chin people in Mizoram
State in India and Chittagong Hill Tracts in Bangladesh.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
•
•
•

The Individual
The Chin Hakha-speaking Communities
The Changing World.

The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, self and others,
personal values, identity and
culture, home, background,
community

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school life,
tertiary options and
aspirations, work and careers,
job applications, future
concerns

•

Relationships
For example, the role of the
family, friendships, class and
clan systems

The Chin Hakha-speaking
Communities
•

Lifestyles
For example, regional
variations in social and family
values, costumes, Chin
dialects, outside influences on
Chin culture and communities,
community events

•

History and Culture
For example, origin of Chin
traditions and way of life,
historical and religious events,
historical and contemporary
figures

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, Chin film and
media, traditional art, games
and music, modern art and
music, literature, dance and
song

The Changing World
•

Social Issues
For example, migration and its
impact, the Chin people in
Myanmar and beyond,
adapting to Australian
lifestyles, health, multicultural
Australia, role of religion in the
changing world, globalisation,
the environment

•

Youth Issues
For example, peer group
pressure, employment, gender
equality, teenage/parent
relationships, difference
between young people in
Myanmar and in Australia,
daily life, popular culture

•

Scientific and technological
issues
For example, impact of
technology on lifestyles,
famous inventors and their
contributions, social media,
technology and innovation

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.
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GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation, and relationship, of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Chin Hakha through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Chin Hakha in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the
following grammatical items:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

proper noun
common noun
collective noun
abstract noun

Auhmin
Minbing
Minhrawm
Minbu
Minthlam

Nouns

Pronoun
singular
plural
personal
relative
interrrogative
indefinite

Mincan
Pakhat nak a tlawm hmanning: a,
ameh, keimah tbk.
Pahnihnak tam hmanning: an, anmah,
kanmah tbk.
Auhmin can ah pumpak sinak a
langhter tu: keimah, amah, anmah
Aho, cu, hi, kha, khi, mah
Aho, zei
Aho paoh. Zei paoh, pakhat khat, aho
hmanh

Number

Thilrelnak

Gender

Ciphun, anu le apa thledannak

Demonstratives

Cu, khi, kha, hi

Adjective
quality
number
demonstrative
possessive
interrogative
comparative and superlative
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Sifianh
Silangh sifianh
Tlawmtam Sifianh
Hmunsawh sifianh
Ngeihlangh sifianh
Biahalnak sifianh
Cuaithlai sifianh
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

transitive
intransitive
infinitive

Fianhtu
Ingtungei fianhtu
Ingtungeilo fianhtu
Timhlangh hmanning

present
past
continuous
future
perfect
present perfect continuous

Caanfianh
Tucaan
Liamcaan
Liocaan
Laicaan
Diamcaan
Rihcaan

active
passive

Biatlang phanning
Tuahchim
Huahchim

direct
indirect

Biachimning
Dengteo chimning
Chimchin chimning

Verb

Tense

Voice

Speech

Verbal alternation

Laiholh fianhtu thlenning

Mood
indicative
imperative
subjunctive
infinitive
Adverb
manner
degree
linking
introductory and concluding
time
place
frequency
negation
adverbial expressions

Verb as verb
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Ninghmang
Phuantluang ninghmang
Fialnak ninghmang
Saduhthah ninghmang
Timhlangh ninghmang
Fianhthuam
Fianhthuam tluang: tluang tein, dawh
tein
Biahalnak fianhthuam: zeizat dah,
khoika in dah
Biapehnak fianhthuam: ning, chan,
zeitik
Biadonnak le biahnehnak fianhthuam:
si, a si, lo
Caanlangh fianhthuam: nizan,
thaizing, atu
Hmunlangh fianhthuam: hika, cuka,
khika
Voilangh fianhthuam: zungzal,
lengmang, atu le tu
Phalhlangh fianhthuam:
sihmanhsehlaw, amah belte
Lai holh i fianhthuam dangdang ummi
pawl: ninglangh
fianhthuam, ruangchuak fianhthuam,
hoihngei fianhthuam, hmerlup
fianhthuam, awcawng fianhthuam,
komhtonh fianhthuam
Fianhtu muikeng fianhthuam
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Postposition
locative postposition
ergative postposition
accusative postposition
possessive postposition
ablative postposition
instrumental postposition
dative postposition
compound postposition
Particle
postpositional particles
interrogative particles
imperative particles
negative imperative particles

Conjunction

Example(s)

Hmuncaansawh
hmunsawh hmuncaansawh: ah,
cungah
tuahtu hmuncaansawh: nih
ingtu hmuncaansawh: cu, kha
ngeitu hmuncaansawh: i
thawhnak hmuncaansawh: in, sin in
hmanrua hmuncaansawh: in
phaknak hmuncaansawh: ah, lei, sinah
komh hmuncaansawh: cungah,
pawngah
Biahnuthlai
hmuncaansawhzul: lio ah cun, khin
cun
biahalnak biahnuthlai: ma, maw, mei
fialnak biahnuthlai: hme, ca, hen,
ngat, tuah
thlauhnak biahnuthlai: hlah, laici

Biapeh
Case with conjunctions
coordinating
correlative
subordinators

cun, asinain, cucaah, asiloah
biapeh khuah: maw ... dah, kun ... kun,
kun ... tal, maw ... dek
hmanhseh, caah, ahcun, tikah, lioah

Sentence structure
The various parts of the sentence
such as subject, verb, object,
pronouns and their related
pronominal agreement,
statements, questions,
commands, phrases, and clauses
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biatlang serning cang pawl
biatlang langhter, biahalnak, fialnak,
biarual le biatan tbk.
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CROATIAN
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is modern standard Croatian. Although modern standard
Croatian is based on the štokavian dialect, the čakavian and kajkavian dialects and regional variants of the
standard language are recognised. However, competence in the syntactic and morphological structures
of the standard language is expected.
The formal and informal forms of address are significant and important aspects of the language, as they
reflect the conventions of social relationships among Croatian-speaking people.
Croatian is changing rapidly, particularly in the spoken form. These changes are the result of political and
ongoing social influences.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
•
•
•

The Individual
The Croatian-speaking Communities
The Changing World.

The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

•

•

Personal Identity
For example, self, family,
friends, celebrations and
events, relationships, home
and community
Education and Aspirations
For example, school life,
further education, future plans,
careers
Leisure and Recreation
For example, hobbies and
interests, health and fitness,
entertainment, holidays and
travel, sports

The Croatian-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

People and Places
For example, lifestyles,
cultural/regional diversity,
migration

•

History and Culture
For example, customs and
traditions, historical events,
places and people, changing
face of Croatia and Croatian
society

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, literature,
creative and performing arts,
festivals, music and songs,
film and media

•

Youth Issues
For example, drugs in society,
environment, unemployment

•

World of Work
For example, technology, the
workplace, science and
innovation, job search

•

Tourism
For example, travel at home
and abroad, cross-cultural
communication, cultural
diversity

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
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Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Croatian through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Croatian in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Nouns

Concrete
Abstract
Gender
masculine
feminine
neuter
Number
singular
plural
dual
Collective
Personal
General
Declension

čovjek, voda, drvo
budućnost, misao

Exceptions
masculine nouns ending in e/o
feminine nouns ending in a
consonant
Verbs

†

Conjugation
Regular
Transitive
Intransitive
Reflexive
Passive
Imperitive
formal/informal
Infinitive
Tenses
present
perfect
future I
conditional I
imperfect†
aorist†
pluperfect†

stol, zec, orao
stolica, noga kokoš
srce, drvo, sunce
pod
stolica
srce
podova
stolica
srca
dva
dvije
dvojica
lišće, cvijeće, momčad
Stjepan, Zagreb, Velebit
čovjek, rijeka, životinja
jabuka, jabuke, jabuci, jabuku,
jabuko, jabuci, jabukom
radio, orao, Mile
kokoš, noć, kost
gledam, gledaš, gleda, gledamo
čitati, igrati, ići
ostaviti knjigu, pojesti jabuku
sjesti, trčati
kupati se, gledati se
Jože je bio pozvan.
Stani! Stanite!
Biti, gledati, hodati
pijem, čitam, peglam
pio sam, čitao sam, glačao sam
ja ću piti, ja ću čitati, ja ću glaćati
znao bih, bio bih, htio bih
vikah, čujah, bijah
dođoh, rekoh, vidjeh
bio sam doveo, ja bijah bio

receptive use
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Auxiliaries
to be
to want
Participles
present†
past†

bacajući, koseći, misleći
bacivši, došavši, kazavši

Pronouns

Personal
Possessive
Demonstrative
Reflexive
Interrogative
Relative
Indefinite
Declension

ja, ti, on, ona, ono
moj, tvoj, svoj vaš
ovaj, taj onaj
se
tko, što, kakav, koji, čiji
Reci što želiš.
netko, nitko, svatko, ikakvi
ja, moje, mene, meni, mnom

Adverbs

Time
Superlative
Place
Manner
Quantitative
Positive
Comparative

jučer, davno, uvijek
dgje, gore, blizu
brzo, polako, tako
previše, mnogo, dosta
brzo
malo
brže
manje
najbrže
najmanje

Adjectives

Definite
Indefinite
Declension
Formation of possessive
Adjectives from proper nouns
Comparative
Superlative
Irregular comparisons

zeleni
veliki
zelen
velik
zeleno, zelenom
Milkina, Ivanov
hrvatski, yagrebački
mekši, lakši
najmekši, najlakši
dobar
bolji
zao
gori

Prepositions

With genitive
With dative
With accusative
With locative
Instrumental
Causal
Intentional
‘with’ + ‘a’

bez, blizu, pokraj itd
k(a), suprot, nasuprot itd
kroz, među, mimo itd
na, o prema, pri, u
među, nad, pod, s(a) itd
zbog – Idem doktoru zbog bolesti
radi – Idem u školu radi učenja
s, sa

Numerals

Cardinal
Ordinal
Declension of ordinal numbers
Numeral nouns
Multiplicative numbers
Fractions

jedan, jedna, jedno
prvi, prva, prvo
prvom, prvu, prva
dvojica, četvero
tri puta dva
trećina, polovica

†

biti, bio sam
htjeti, htio sam

najbolji
najgori

receptive use
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Negation

Regular verbs
Verbal conjunctions
Double negatives
Multiple negatives
Other forms

ne dam, ne može, ne smiješ
neodrasli ljudi, neplaćen rad
nitko ne, nije ni
Ni s kim se nikad nije svadio.
nitko, niti, nije

Syntax

Statements
affirmative
negative
Questions
affirmative
negative

Učenik uči.
Učenik ne uči.
Vidiš li ga?
Ne vidiš li ga?

Direct speech
Indirect speech
Exclamatory

Rekao je: “Dođite prekosutra!”
Rekao je da dođemo prekosutra.
Hajde dođi!

Sentences
simple
compound
complex

Kiša pada.
Došao je, ali nije ručao.
Tko radi, ima.

Cohesive devices

Conjunctions
Exclamations

pa, te, ni, niti, a, ali, i, nego
aj! Aha! Ma Nemoj!

Style

Formal and informal register

vi, ti
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DUTCH
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard version of Dutch. Dutch is the national
language of the Netherlands.
Students should be aware of different levels of language, for example, formal and informal language,
some colloquialisms, and slang. Students are expected to know that dialects exist. Versions of the Dutch
language, such as Flemish, can be encountered in countries other than the Netherlands. However,
students are not required to study these.
The new Dutch spelling system is used in the external examination.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
•
•
•

The Individual
The Dutch-speaking Communities
The Changing World.

The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, personal profile,
personal introspection,
personal values and lifestyles

•

Relationships
For example, family and
friends, falling in love,
community

•

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school life,
further education, future plans,
student exchange
Leisure and Recreation
For example, hobbies, sport,
entertainment, holidays and
travel, health and fitness

The Dutch-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

Lifestyles
For example, urban and
country life, cultural/regional
diversity, food and cuisine,
migration

•

History and Culture
For example, traditions and
celebrations, historical events,
places, and people

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, literature,
creative and performing arts,
film and media

•

Youth Issues
For example, equality, peer
group pressure, work
opportunities

•

World of Work
For example, career
opportunities, technology,
equity in the workplace

•

Tourism
For example, travel at home
and abroad, cultural diversity

•

Issues Facing the World
Today
For example, ethical issues,
environmental issues, impact
of technology

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.
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GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Dutch through prior
knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts will,
however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Dutch in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Verbs

Conjugation
regular
irregular
Mood
indicative
present
imperfect
perfect
pluperfect
future
future perfect
conditional
present
perfect
imperative
2nd person singular
1st person plural
2nd person plural
impersonal form
‘u’ form
subjunctive
present
Voice
active
present
past
passive
present
past
use of ‘er’
Other
infinitive

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Dutch Continuers Level 2022

Example(s)

werken
zijn, hebben, doen
ik werk
ik werkte
ik heb gewerkt
ik had gewerkt
ik zal het morgen doen
als je morgen komt, zal ik het gedaan
hebben
ik zou werken
ik zou gewerkt hebben
Kom binnen
Laten we opschieten
Komt binnen
Niet roken
Komt u binnen
Hij leve lang
De man wast de hond
De man waste de hond
De hond wordt door de man gewassen
De hond werd door de man gewassen
Er wordt hier Nederlands gesproken
Ik ga naar de stad om bloemen te
kopen
Ik ben aan het schrijven
Ik ga vanavond vroeg slapen
Ik heb haar horen zingen
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

double infinitive
modal + infinitive
reflexive
verbs plus preposition
separable
inseparable
impersonal use of verbs and
expressions
use of ‘men’

Example(s)

kunnen, mogen, willen, moeten, zullen
zich wassen – ik was me
opbellen – ik bel jou op
herhalen – ik herhaal mijn zin
men spreekt hier Nederlands

Nouns

Gender
Number
Diminutives
Infinitives used as nouns

het kind – de vrouw
de kinderen
het kindje
het schrijven van een brief

Determiners

Definite and indefinite article
Absence of determiner

de deur- een deur, het huis- een huis
Bloemen zijn mooi

Adjectives

Basic, comparative, and
superlative forms
Agreement of adjectives with
nouns
Present and past participles used as
adjectives

groot, groter, grootst

Adverbs

Basic
Comparative
Superlative

Hij leest goed
Zij leest beter
Hij leest het best(e)

Pronouns

Use of personal, indefinite,
demonstrative, relative, reflexive,
interrogative, possessive
Stressed and unstressed
indefinite
Pronoun-preposition compounds
formal and informal

ik, men, die, me, welke, mijn

Verbs with prepositions
Adjectives and nouns with
prepositions

lachen om
trots op, angst voor

Prepositions

Conjunctions

Een schreeuwend kind, gekookte
eieren, gebakken aardappelen

u, jij, jij-je
iemand, iets, alles
waarmee, daardoor

en, omdat

Numerals

Cardinals and ordinals, and their use
in times and dates

Sentences and phrase
types

Statements
Questions
Position of negatives
Exclamatory
Verbs in main clauses
Subordinate clauses
Direct and indirect speech
Order of adverbs (time, manner,
place)
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een mooi boek – mooie boeken

Ik ben 17 jaar.
Ben jij 17 jaar?
niet, nooit, geen
Niet doen!
Ik las een boek.
Het boek dat ik gelezen heb.
Schiet op!
Hij zegt dat ik op moet schieten.
Ik ben gisteren vlug naar de stad
gegaan.
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FILIPINO
THE LANGUAGE
Filipino is the national language of the Republic of the Philippines. It developed from Tagalog, a dialect
spoken in Manila, the national capital and centre of commerce, and its neighbouring provinces in the large
northern island of Luzon.
There are more than eighty dialects spoken throughout the country. However, Tagalog was originally
adopted as the basis for Filipino in 1937. Filipino now incorporates words from other dialects. It is also
often used as the language of communication in social and political gatherings, even in non-Tagalog
provinces.
Filipino is a member of the Indonesian branch of the Malayo-Polynesian family of languages. It also uses
many words borrowed from other languages, particularly Spanish and English.
Filipino is a phonetic language with an alphabet consisting of twenty-eight letters.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
•
•
•

The Individual
The Filipino-speaking Communities
The Changing World.

The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual

The Filipino-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

Personal Identity
For example, personal profile,
personal values, home and
community

•

Lifestyles
For example, urban and rural
life, cultural/regional diversity,
migration, food and cuisine

•

Social Issues
For example, drugs,
environment, unemployment,
youth affairs

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school life,
further education

•

•

•

Leisure and Recreation
For example, hobbies and
interests, sports,
entertainment, holidays and
travel

History and Culture
For example, festivals,
celebrations, and customs;
historical events, places, and
people

World of Work
For example, technology,
equity in the workplace, career
opportunities

Arts and Entertainment
For example, literature,
creative and performing arts,
film and media

•

•

Tourism
For example, travel at home
and abroad, cross-cultural
perspectives

•

Relationships
For example, family and
friends, community, workplace

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.
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GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Filipino through prior
knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts will,
however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Filipino in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Verbs
Pandiwa

Aspect
past
present
future
Focus
actor
goal
locative
benefactive
instrumental
number
Pseudo verbs – ibig, gusto,
kailangan, dapat, ayaw

Nouns
Pangngalan

Proper
Common
Number
singular
plural
Gender
masculine
feminine
neuter
For common nouns
singular
plural
For proper nouns
singular
plural
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Example(s)

Si Donna ay uminom ng tubig.
Si Joy ay umiinom ng tubig.
Si Mae ay iinom ng tubig.
Si Jenny ay bumili ng aklat.
Bilhin mo ang aklat na iyon.
Bilhan mo si Rhoda ng aklat.
Ibili mo si Jenny ng aklat.
Ipamili mo ng mga aklat si Rhoda.
Magsipaghanda kayo ng pagkain para
sa mga bisita.
Sa gubat ang kailangan nila ay tubig
na inumin.
Ang monumento ni Rizal ay
matatagpuan sa Luneta.
Nagpunta kami sa pagdiriwang ng
kanyang kaarawan.
Maganda ang kuwento ni Clarinda.
Ang lahat ng mga magulang ay
inaanyayahan sa paaralan.
doktor
doktora
anak
ang bata
ang mga bata
si Marta
sina Marta at Alfredo
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Case
nominative
objective
possessive
Pronouns
Panghalip

Adjectives
Pang-url

Example(s)

Si Marissa ay Australyana.
Bumili si Andrew ng sapatos.
Nasaan ang mga laruan nina David at
Luis?

Personal
Possessive
Demonstrative
Indefinite
Reflexive
Interrogative
singular
plural

Pupunta ako sa Baguio.
Ang iyong kotse ay bago.
Ganito ang pagluluto ng adobo.
Kaunti lamang ang aming ani.
Sila mismo ang dumalaw sa ospital.

Positive

Ang magandang babae ay
naglalakad.

Comparative

Kasing-ganda siya ng kanyang ina.

Superlative

Pinaka-maganda si Alma sa kanilang
magka-kapatid.

Intensive degree to denote more
forceful or emphatic quality
through repetition of the adjective
and the use of a ligature

Malinis na malinis ang bahay ni Ana.

Demonstrative

Ganitong paraan ang pagluluto ng
kanin.

Possessive

Ang handaan ay idaraos sa kanilang
bahay.

Numerals
cardinal

Ilan ang kapatid mo?
Sinu-sino ang dumalo sa kanyang
kaarawan?

isang aklat
dalawang aklat
tatlong aklat
apat na aklat

ordinal

unang hanay
pangalawang hanay
pangatlong hanay
pang-apat na hanay

distributive

isahan
dalawahan
tatluhan
apatan

fractions

kalahating bahagi
katlong bahagi
kapat na bahagi
dalawang-katlong bahagi
tatlong-kapat na bahagi
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Adjectival affixes – may occur in
front, in the middle, or at the end

Certain words or prefixes before
adjectives to express exclamation

The adjective is repeated to be
even more emphatic

Adverbs
Pang-abay

Example(s)

maganda
maka-Diyos
pang-araw-araw
mapag-aral
pala-isip
taga-bundok
Ang ganda niya!
Kay ganda niya!
Kaganda niya!
Napakaganda niya!
Pagkaganda niya!
Ang ganda-ganda niya!

Nouns used as adjectives

ang Pansit Malabon
ang wikang Kastila

Time

kahapon
mamaya
ngayon
sa isang taon
kanina
dito
diyan
doon
sa Luneta
sa harap
tuwang-tuwa
palihim
patawa-tawa
paano
ayaw
tunay na tunay, talaga, kulang,
sapat

Place

Manner
Others

Prepositions
Pang-ukol

ang aklat sa mesa
ang aklat ni Donna

Conjunctions
Pangatnig

at
pero
ngunit
kahit
sapagkat

Ligatures
Pang-angkop

Used to show connection between
two words or between a word and
a clause, na, ng, g

Enclitics

Words that have no meaning when Umalis nga siya.
used on their own – na, pa, nga,
Umalis ba siya?
din, daw, po, ba
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Negative words

hindi (negative reply)
hindi (noun)
hindi (pronoun)
hindi (adjective)
hindi (verb)
hindi (adverb)
hinding-hindi (never)

Hindi
Hindi gulay ang binili niya.
Hindi siya ang dumating.
Hindi mabuti ang magsinungaling.
Hindi nagluto si Lola.
Hindi mabilis magtrabaho si Daniel.
Hinding-hindi papayag ang Lolo.

Existential words

Express actual possession or state
of having: may, mayroon
Negative form: wala

May pagkain kami.
Mayroon kaming pagkain.
Wala kaming pagkain.

Question words

Specific question words are used
such as: ano, sino, kanino, saan,
nasaan, kailan, bakit, alin, ilan,
paano

Ano ang pangalan mo?
Sino ang kasama mo?
Saan siya nag-aaral?
Ilan kayong magkakapatid?

Normal order of simple sentence:
predicate + topic
topic + ay + predicate

Malaki ang bahay niya.
Ang bahay niya ay malaki.

Sentences
Pangungusap

Forms
declarative
(pasalaysay/paturol)
interrogative (patanong)
imperative (pautos)
exclamation (padamdam)
Kinds of sentences
simple (payak)
compound (tambalan)
complex (hugnayan)
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Mahaba ang aming pader.
Anong inyong nabasa?
Tapusin mo ang iyong gawaing bahay.
Naku! Napakaganda nang Tagaytay!
Mahal ko ang aking bayan.
Ako’y Pilipino at sa aking mga ugat ay
nananalaytay ang dugong
kayumanggi.
Matatag ang kanilang kabuhayan
pagkat sila’y nagkakaisa, malakas at
di nahahati.
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HEBREW
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is Hebrew. It is the official language of the State of Israel and
includes formal and informal means of communication.
Words and expressions that have been officially incorporated and adapted into the language are
acceptable. However, non-standard linguistic transfers from English in vocabulary, expression, and word
order are not acceptable.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Hebrew-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, adolescence,
family, home and community,
significant events

•

Leisure and Lifestyles
For example, keeping healthy,
hobbies, daily routine, sport,
youth movements in Australia

•

•

Relationships
For example, friends, family,
responsibilities and privileges
Education and Future
Aspirations
For example, school, future
plans

The Hebrew-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, music and song,
art, theatre/literature, film

•

Current and Historical
Perspectives
For example, religious and
national celebrations,
establishment of the State of
Israel

•

Ways of Life in Israel
For example, kibbutz, army,
modern and historical places
in Israel

•

Hospitality and Tourism
For example, travelling in
Israel, tourism in Australia and
overseas, personal
experiences

•

The World of Work
For example, careers and
occupations, technology

•

Social Issues
For example, drugs,
environment, equity,
unemployment, science and
innovation

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
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Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Hebrew through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Hebrew in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Hebrew Continuers Level 2022

Example(s)
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Grammatical Item

68

Sub-elements

Example(s)
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements
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Example(s)
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Grammatical Item

†

Sub-elements

Example(s)

receptive use
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements
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Example(s)
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Grammatical Item
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Sub-elements

Example(s)
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HINDI
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard version of Hindi. This is the form of
Hindi that has been approved by the Central Hindi Directorate (Government of India), New Delhi. Modern
standard Hindi conforms most closely to the established literary form of this language. While there is
often considerable difference between the large variety of spoken forms of Hindi and this standard form,
modern standard Hindi is widely employed in India and other places where Hindi is spoken in specific
contexts. The modern standard form of the language may be considered to represent a formal style of
Hindi. In informal contexts the style of speech is likely to vary from region to region.
Modern standard Hindi is written in the Devanagari script, which consists of syllables rather than letters
of an alphabet. In total there are forty-six characters in the basic syllabary. While variations of spellings,
grammatical structures, and the gender of words exist, these have been largely standardised in reference
books such as dictionaries and basic grammar texts. The standard grammatical description produced by
the Government of India is A Basic Grammar of Modern Hindi by Dr Aryendra Sharma. The potential lexicon
of Hindi is large, due to the fact that the language has consistently demonstrated an ability to incorporate
words from a variety of sources since its evolution. These include Arabic, Persian, Portuguese, Sanskrit,
Turkish, and recently English, among others. The integration of words from other languages
demonstrates the flexibility and vitality of this language. A knowledge of modern standard Hindi also
provides a foundation for understanding the innumerable regional variants and various styles of spoken
Hindi, found both within and outside the subcontinent.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Hindi-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table on the following page shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested
subtopics.
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The Individual
•

Personal World
For example, personal details,
relationships with family and
friends, daily life, leisure
activities, sports, pets, hobbies

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, tertiary options
and aspirations, future
concerns, employment and
training, student exchanges,
job applications, overseas
opportunities

•

Personal Opinions and Values
For example, personal
priorities, thoughts about the
world and views on particular
issues

The Hindi-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

Lifestyles
For example, cultural diversity,
differences between rural and
urban lifestyles, impact of
foreign influences, traditional
social structures

•

Social Issues
For example, population,
education, status of women,
impact of changing economic
conditions, impact of
migration

•

Visiting a Hindi-speaking
Community
For example, travel, visiting
relatives and friends, planning
a holiday, activities particular
to Hindi-speaking
communities

•

Environmental Issues
For example, impact of
tourism, the importance of
riverways, impact of
urbanisation, deforestation,
importance of waste from
abroad

•

History and Traditions
For example, famous people,
important historical and
religious events and locations,
festivals and ceremonies,
stories from the past

•

World of Work
For example, careers now and
in the future, gender issues,
impact of technology

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, Hindi film, TV,
and other media, traditional art
and architecture, classical
music and art, modern art and
music

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used in the following table are not intended to promote or favour any particular
theory of grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Hindi through prior
knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts will,
however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
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Students studying Hindi in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements
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Example(s)
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Grammatical Item

76

Sub-elements

Example(s)
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements
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Example(s)
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HUNGARIAN
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard or official version of Hungarian.
Students should be aware of different levels of language, for example, formal and informal language,
some colloquialisms, and slang. It is important to be aware of and acknowledge the place of regional
dialects, which are part of the living Hungarian language.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Hungarian-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual

The Hungarian-speaking
Communities

•

Personal Identity
For example, self, home,
family and friends, personal
memories

•

Daily Life and Lifestyles
For example, Hungarian
cuisine, celebrations and
festivities, traditions

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school
experiences, future plans,
future education

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, famous
Hungarians, music and songs,
literature

Leisure and Interests
For example, holidays and
travel, sport, hobbies, keeping
fit and healthy

•

•

Historical Perspectives
For example, historical events,
historical figures, national
identity expressed through
celebrations

The Changing World
•

Social and Contemporary
Issues
For example, migration in the
past and present, the
environment, youth issues

•

Tourism and Hospitality
For example, travel in Hungary,
interacting with visitors in
Australia

•

World of Work
For example, jobs and careers,
unemployment, the effect of
work on family life, the impact
of technology

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used in the following table are not intended to promote or favour any particular
theory of grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Hungarian through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
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Students studying Hungarian in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the
following grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Linguistic elements

Vowel harmony which affects the
suffixes
Pronunciation and writing of short
and long vowels
Double consonants
Assimilation of final consonant
with certain suffixes
with certain sibilants
the assimilation of double
consonants

kert/kertek
ház/házak
öt, üt

Nouns

Number: singular, plural
Adjectival nouns
Types of nouns
proper nouns
collective nouns
Cases

asztal/asztalok
nagyság/szépség

Articles

Definite
Indefinite

a, az
egy

Adjectives

Common adjectives
Plural formation
Agreement with noun
Comparative and superlative forms

szép, nagy, ügyes, okos
szék, székek
Az asztal nagy. Az asztalok nagyok.
nagy, nagyobb, legnagyobb

Pronouns

Personal
Demonstrative
Interrogative
Reflexive
Possessive
Relative
Indefinite

én, te, ő, mi, ti, ők
ez/ezek, az/azok
Ki?, Mi?, Melyik?
magam, magad, magatok
enyém, tiéd, övé
aki, amelyik, amennyi
valaki, senki, semmi

Verbs

Conjugation
Definite
Indefinite
Irregular verbs
special verb form expressing the
object of the second person
‘ik’ verbs (different in singular
first and third person)
Tense
present
past
future

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Hungarian Continuers Level 2022

cs, gy, ly, ny, sz, ty, zs
kanállal, késsel
hozza, keresse
kalapáccsal, könnyel

Írod ezt a levelet.
Írsz egy levelet.
-lak, -lek, szeretlek, csókollak
eszem, eszik
tanulok
tanultam
majd tanulok,
tanulni fogok
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Mood
indicative
imperative
conditional
Verbal prefixes
definition and rule
Formative suffixes
reflexive verbs
Adverbs

Place

Time
Manner

Numerals

Cardinals
Ordinals

Sentences

Types
statement
question
exclamation
Structure
simple sentence
compound sentence
Use of conjunctions
Negation
single
imperative
use of double negatives
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Example(s)

mész
menjel
mennél
(fel-, le-, meg-, be-, ki-)
Bemegyek a szobába.
Menj be a szobába.
mosakodik, törülközik
Hol?, itt, ahol, valahol, bárhol
A konyhában van.
A konyhába megyek.
A konyhából jövök.
Az asztalon van.
Mikor?, ekkor, amikor, valamikor,
bármikor
Tegnap három órakor.
Hogyan?, így, ahogyan, valahogyan,
bárhogyan
Szépen zenélek.
egy, kettő három
első, második, harmadik
Hazafelé megyek.
Hová igyekszel?
Jaj de szép!
A kutya ugat.
A kutya ugat, mert hallja, hogy jön
valaki.
és, is, meg, pedig, de, vagy stb.
Nem eszem meg.
Ne edd meg!
Nincs itt senki.
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KAREN
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard version of Sgaw Karen, which is the
recognised language of the Karen people and a language of wider communication in Myanmar (formerly
known as Burma). The written form uses Sgaw Karen script and will be referred to in this syllabus as
‘Karen’. Some variation in accent and pronunciation occurs and is accepted.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Karen-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, self and others,
personal values, cultural
identity, home, background,
community

•

Relationships
For example, relationships
with family and friends, the
role of the family, the
individual in the community

•

The Karen-speaking
Communities
•

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school life,
further education, careers,
lifestyle aspirations
•

Lifestyles
For example, rural and urban
life, costumes and clothing,
social and family values,
traditional and social
structures, adapting to
Australian lifestyles
History, Culture, and
Traditions
For example, origin of Karen
traditions and ways of life,
religious/belief systems,
festival and celebrations,
multiculturalism
The Migrant Experience
For example, resettlement and
its impact, the Karen people in
Myanmar and beyond, cultural
diversity

The Changing World
•

Social Issues
For example, gender equality,
poverty, women’s role in
society, social change, role of
technology, employment

•

Youth Issues
For example, challenges
facing young people,
self-esteem, relationships,
health

•

Environmental Issues
For example, environmental
change in Karen State,
conservation and
development and its impact
on the environment,
deforestation, renewable
energy

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation, and relationship, of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used in the following table are not intended to promote or favour any particular
theory of grammar.
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Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Hungarian through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Karen in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical items:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Nouns

Proper noun

Common noun

Collective noun

Abstract noun
Pronouns

Personal pronoun
Relative pronoun

Interrogative
pronoun

Indefinite pronoun

Demonstrative
pronoun
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Adjective

Verb

Adverb

Time

Number

Place

Manner

Degree

Comparison

Tenses

Past

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Karen Continuers Level 2022
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Present

Future

Conjunction

Classifier

Preposition

Article
Definite article

Indefinite article
Sentence structure
Subject

Verb

Object
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Clause

Phrase

Question

Final particles

Orthography
Vowels
Tones
Double consonants
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KHMER
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard or official version of Khmer, the
language of present-day Cambodia. Khmer includes Pali and Sanskrit loanwords, which differ in spelling
and pronunciation from Khmer words. Students will be expected to understand more commonly used
Pali and Sanskrit forms, but emphasis will be on Khmer or ‘Khmerised’ forms for use in speech and writing.
Pronunciation is the standard pronunciation of the Khmer language, as described in the two-volume
dictionary of the Institut Bouddhique; see the ‘Khmer Continuers Level Resources’ in the support materials
on the SACE website (www.sace.sa.edu.au). However, colloquial and regional variations in pronunciation
(not in structure) are acceptable.
The Keng Vannsak spelling system is used for the purposes of teaching and examination setting;
however, student work in both the Keng Vannsak spelling system and the Choun Nath system is
acceptable in the written examination.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Khmer-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, self and others,
daily routine, home and
community

•

Relationships
For example, the family,
getting to know each other,
friends

•

•

The Khmer-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

History and Geography
For example, historical events
and figures, Cambodian
geography,
the economy of Cambodia

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school life, work
and careers, future plans

•

Leisure and Lifestyles
For example, sport, hobbies,
keeping fit and healthy

•

•

Cultural Diversity
For example, festivals and
celebrations, food

Changing Lifestyles
For example, the role of
women in Cambodia,
Cambodian communities,
teenager-parent relationships,
lifestyles in the city and
country, daily routines

•

Tourism
For example, travel at home
and abroad, famous places

World of Work
For example, careers and
occupations

•

Current Issues
For example, migration, the
environment, communications

Arts and Entertainment
For example, traditional music
and games, dance and songs,
literature

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.
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GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions. There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different
approaches to its teaching and learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour
any particular theory of grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Khmer through prior
knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts will,
however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Khmer in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Khmer Continuers Level 2022
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Grammatical Item
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Sub-elements

Example(s)
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MACEDONIAN
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard version of Macedonian.
The language to be studied and assessed in this course is the standard contemporary language, which is
the official language of the Republic of Macedonia. It is an internationally recognised language. The
Macedonian Cyrillic script will be used. Some variation in accent and pronunciation due to regional or
dialectal differences will be accepted in the oral examination.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Macedonian-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual

The Macedonian-speaking
Communities

•

Personal Identity
For example, personal details
and qualities, personal
interests, leisure activities,
personal priorities

•

Lifestyles
For example, rural and urban
lifestyles, lifestyles in Australia
and Macedonia, the role of
women, the extended family

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, lifestyle
aspirations, further education,
careers, student’s view of the
ideal world

•

Relationships
For example, relationships
with family and friends,
personal view of the role of the
family, the role of the
individual in the community

•

•

•

The Changing World
•

Culture and Traditions
For example, religious and
belief systems; festivals,
celebrations, and ceremonies;
wisdom from the past

Social Issues
For example, challenges
facing young people, selfesteem, the importance of
humanitarianism, Indigenous
issues, Australia–Macedonian
relations, refugees

•

Arts, Literature, and the
Media
For example, Macedonian
writers, contemporary film,
music past and present

Our Natural World
For example, conservation,
pollution now and in the
future, the impact of green
activism

•

Current Affairs
For example, people and
events, parties and politics

Migration
For example, migration in the
past, impact of migration on
family and culture, oral
histories

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.
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GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Macedonian through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Macedonian in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the
following grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Verbs

Conjugation of verbal groups
a, e, i
Tense
present
perfect
future
continuous
past definite perfective
(L form)
past indefinite imperfective
pluperfect†

вика живее оди

Mood

Voice

Adverb

Article

†

Indicative in all tenses
imperative
potential conditional
Active
Passive
Transitive, intransitive and
reflexive verbs
Impersonal verbs
Verbal nouns, verbal adjectives
and verbal adverbs
Verbal constructions ima/nema

чита
читав
ќе читам
читајќи, читам
читал
беше читал
Читај!
да читаше
се занесовме
занесени
се мијам, се бричам
се вели, се мисли
работење, работен, работно
има некој/нема никој
има речено/нема речено

Type
time
place
manner
quantity
comparison

вчера, утринава
таму, овде
пешки, со автобус
пет, неколку
отколку, од, нај

Indefinite
Definite
Masculine
Feminine
Neuter

врата
вратата
телевизорот (ов, от, он)
масата (ва, та, на)
пилето (во, то, но)

receptive use
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Noun gender

Masculine
Feminine
Neuter
Irregular plural
Vocative form
Diminutive

професор
професорка
дете
нож – ножеви
море! Докторе! сине!
Пиленце, ноже, столче

Adjective

Number (plural)
Gender
Definiteness
Comparative and superlative
forms
Noun–adjective agreement
Possessive

убави куќи
убав, убава, убаво
убавиот, убавата, убавото
поубав, а, о, и
најубав, а, о, и
бел галеб, убава куќа
училишно ѕвонче

Pronoun

Personal, direct and indirect
object
Pronouns (long and short forms)
Possessive
Demonstrative
Reflexive
Interrogative
Indefinite
Universal
Relative
Negative

јас, ти, вие, мене, ме
тебе те, мајка ми
мој, твој, негов
она, овој, тој, оние
мене ме, тебе те, ним им
кој? што? чиј?
некој, нечиј, нешто
секој, сечиј, сешто
кој, а, е и чиј, а, е, и што
никој, а, е, и ничиј
а, е, и ништо

Preposition

Prepositional phrases

низ, зад, на, од

Numerals

Cardinal and ordinal (gender)

еден, два, прв, а, о, и
втор, а, о, и

Sentence type

Simple, complex and compound
Statements
Questions
Commands
Affirmative and negative
Exclamatory
The noun phrase functions
Subject, direct object,
indirect object
Verbal and nominal predicates
Direct and indirect speech

Semantics

Derivation of new words
Prefixes and suffixes
Prefixation of verbs
Suffixation in verbal system
Compound words especially
Nouns and adjectives

жена, женидба, женет
коса, коси, косач, косидба
објави, најави, пројави
чита, прочита, начита
зајдисонце, рамноправен

Register

Formal and informal registers

ти, Вие, вие
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NEPALI
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard or official version of Nepali.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Nepali-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual

The Nepali-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

Personal Identity
For example, being and
belonging, navigating between
cultures, personal values and
social norms

•

Cultural Diversity
For example, customs and
traditions, regional and
cultural dialects, celebrations
and festivities

•

Relationships
For example, the individual
and the community, the
generation gap

•

Societal Change
For example, relationship
between geography and
culture, politics and
governance, pre- and postunification

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school life and
higher education, future goals,
aspirations and emerging
opportunities, learning for life

•

Arts and Literature
For example, historical and
contemporary literary figures,
evolution of traditional music,
dance, arts and crafts

•

The Nepali Diaspora
For example, migration,
resettlement, adaptation and
integration, intergenerational
responses to cultural upheaval

•

Tourism
For example, role of tourism in
the economy, effect of tourism
on language and culture,
environmental impact of
tourism

•

Work Life and Work/Life
For example, the changing
nature of work, education and
empowerment in the
workforce

•

Social Issues
For example, changing roles in
the family, changing values
and traditions, gender equality

•

Sustainability
For example, urbanisation and
development, cultural impacts
of climate change, natural
disasters

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.
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GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation, and relationship, of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
The student will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Nepali through
prior knowledge or study of Nepali. Developing the student’s ability to convey meaning effectively in a
range of contexts will, however, necessarily involve extending his or her awareness of the system of
structures that underlie the language, as well as his or her ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
The student studying Nepali in a continuers level course is expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Parts of speech — पदवग
Noun नाम

वाचक

Subjective

Common जाि वाचक
Collective समुदा वाचक
Material

Pronoun सवनाम

वाचक

आमा, घर, कलम, कुकुर ।
ल, भेला, बथान, थु ो ।
सुन, चाँदी, पानी, काठ, फलाम ।

Expressive/Abstract भाववाचक

दु :ख, सुख, साहस, बोलाइ, मा ा, द ा ।

Masculine पु षवाचक
First person थम पु ष
Second person ि ी पु ष
Third person ृ ी पु ष

म, हामी ।
ँ, ि मी, पाई ।
ऊ, उनी, उहाँ ।

Certainty िन

वाचक

Uncertainty

िन

Relationship स

Interrogative

ेक, हरे क, सबै,

।

वाचक

कुनै, केही, कोही, जोसुकै, जेसुकै, जुनसुकै ।

वाचक

जो, जे, जुन, जसले ।

Self-reflexive आ वाचक
वाचक

Audience दशकवाचक
Distant दू रव
Near िनकटव
Adjective िवशेषण

राम, सी ा, काठमाडौं, कमल, एभरे ।

आफू, आफैँ
को, के, कुन, कसले ।
ो, ी, ि नी ।
ो, ी, ि नी, हाँ ।

Qualitative गुणबो क

रा ो, नरा ो, रा ो, िमठो, सानो, सुनौलो,
नैि क, पुबली नेपाली, दानी, सल आिद।

Quantitative प रमाणबो क

थोरै , ेरै, उि , ि , आ ा, सबै, स ूण,
श आिद ।

Numeration सं

एक, दु ई, दश, पिहलो,
दो ो, दो र, स ौ,ँ
ेक, हजारौ ँ आिद ।
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Pronominal सावनािमक

दशक – ो, ी, ो, ी ; स
– जो, जुन,
जे
ाथक – को, के, कुन;
भेदक – मेरो, ेरो, पाईंको, उहाँको,
उसको, हा ो, आ नो आिद ।

Transitive सकमक

वाक मा कम िलने ि ालाई सकमक ि ा
भिन छ । ज ै ः खो ु, आउनु, उठ् नु,
िहँ ड्नु, च नु, जानु, था ु, नु, सु ु आिद ।

Verb ि

ा

Intransitive

कमक

वाक मा कम निलने ि ालाई सकमक
ि ा भिन छ । ज ैः पढ् नु, जानु, ब ु, हे नु,
गनु, ले नु, रा नु, स ु, थु ु आिद ।

Finite समािपका

Infinite

ा ुमा काल, भाव, िल , प , वचन जनाउने
लागेर समािपका ि ा ब छन ।
ज ैः ग ो, आउँ छन्, आ ौ, खा ो, जा छन्,
भनेछन् , जानु भएछ आिद ।

समािपका

ा ुमा ई, न, नु, ने, ै, दै , एको, एर ज ा
लागेर समािपका ि ा ब छन ।
ज ैः पढ् न, खेलेर, जाने, पढे को, ले दै ,
जानु, खानु, गई, गरे को, भनेको, गनुभएको
आिद ।

Complementary (पूरकापे ी)

Verb conversion
ि ापद पा रण

Nature
प
कारा

आकारा

वा मा पूरक पद ( क पद) को पे ा गन
ि ालाई पूरकापे ी ि ा भिन छ । हो, छ,
चुने, मागे, गरे आिद ।

Root Word
ा ु

Addition
थिप छ

Suffix

Verb
ि ापद

कह

न्

छु

कह छु

गर्

छन्

गछन्

पढ्

छन्

पढ् छन्

दे ख्

छन्

दे छन्

लान्

छन्

ला छन्

खान्

छु

खा छु

छौ

जा छौ

छौ

जा छौ

जा

न्

जान्
ईकारा

िल

न्

छौ

िल छौ

िद

न्

छु

िद छु

छु

िद छु

िदन्
94
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

ईकारा

Example(s)

िल

न्

छौ

िल छौ

िद

न्

छु

िद छु

छु

िद छु

छन्

दु छन्

िदन्
उकारा

दु

न्

पढ् नु
कु

छ
न्

फुल्

Adverb ि

ािवशेषण

कु छ

छ

फु छ

◌ँ

छन्

आउँ छन्

लाउ

◌ँ

छ

लाउँ छ

गाउनु

◌ँ

छ

गाउनु छ

पकाउ

◌ँ

छन

पकाउँ छन्

पाउ

◌ँ

छौं

पाउँ छौं

खुवाउ

◌ँ

छौं

खुवाउँ छौं

सु ाउ

◌ँ

छौं

सु ाउँ छौं

Place थानवाचक

हाँ, हाँ , वहाँ ,
बािहर।

Time कालवाचक

िहजो, आज, भोिल, पिस, ि िदन, िबहान,
पटकपटक, किहलेकाहीँ, चेल, चाँ डै,
िब ारै , लग ै ।

Manner रीि वाचक

ा, उ ा, वरपर, निजक,

ेरै, थोरै , िलकि , बेसरी,
िल िल, खुब ।
सरी, उसरी, मुसु , थुचु
फटापट, िचिट , रा री।

सा ै,
, फुर,

गािड, पछािड, ल, मुिन, मािथ, मा, िभ ।

Preposition
Conjunction सं ोजक

र, िन, ा, िकनभने, िकनिक, सैले,
सथ, था, वा, थवा, पिन, जुन, न ,
सकारण, िद, ापिन ।
Happiness हष/ शंसावाचक

आहा ! वाह !

Bereavement शोकवाचक

कठै ! कठै बरा ! रामराम ! हरे !ओहो !

Astonishment आ

ओहो ! ल ! आ ै ! आ

म!

िछ ! िछिछ !
ि
ार !

!

Hatred घृणावाचक
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आउ

Quantity प रमाणवाचक

Interjection
िव
ािदबो क

पढ् नु छ

वाचक

ाबास !

् ! थु

वाद !
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Pain िपडाबो क

ऐ ा ! उफ ! आ ा ! आ ु !

Address स ो न

ए ! हे ! ओ ! ओइ !

Mockery उपहास

हाहा ! िहिह !

Tenses, voice and particles काल, वा
Tense काल

र िनपा

Present व मान
Simple सामा

Present व मान
Imperfect पूण

Present व मान
Perfect पूण

Past भू
Imperfect

पूण

Past भू
Perfect पूण

ा ुमा ै/दै का साथ ‘छ’ का ि ा पह
िलङ् ग, वचन, पु ष नुसार जोिड छन् ।
ज ैः ै/दै छु, ै/दै छौ, ै/दै छौ ँ, ै/दै छस्,
ै/दै छन्, ै/दै नु छ आिद
ह
ला छन् ।

ा ुमा रँ , एँ , ौ, ो, इस्, ई, ए, इन्, भ ो
आिद पह जोिड छन् ।
ा ुमा ै/दै िथए, ै/दै िथ ौ, ै/दै िथ ो, ै/दै
नु
ो, ै/दै नेथे ँ आिद जोिड छन् ।
ा ुमा एको िथ ो, एका िथए, एका िथ ौ,
एको िथएँ , एछु , आिद जोिड छन् ।

Past भू
Habitual

ा ुमा थे, थे,ँ ौ, ो, िथस्, िथ, आिद
ह जोिड छन् ।

Future भिव
्
Simple सामा
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ा ुमा छु , छौ, छे , छस्, छन्, नु छ आिद
ह ि ा पह िलङ् ग, वचन,
पु ष नुसार जोिड छन् ।

ा ुमा एकोछ, एकाछन्, एकोछु , एकाछौ,
एकाछौ ँ, आिद
ह जोिड छन् ।

Past भू
Simple सामा

Future भिव
Imperfect

रे !

ा ुको पछाडी नेछु, नेछौ, नेछस् आिद
पह जोिड छन् ।

्
पूण

ा ुमा ै/दै नेछु, ै/दै ने छौ, ै/दै नेछ
आिद पह जोिड छन् ।
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Future भिव
्
Perfect पूण

Voice

Particles िनपा

98

Example(s)

ा ुमा एको नेछु, एका नेछौ, एका
नेछन्, नु ने छ आिद ि ा पह
जोिड छन् ।

Active क ृवा

उनले गी गाए, मैले पु
खेल हे नु भो/भ ो।

Passive कमवा

उनी ारा गी गाइ ो । म बाट पु क
िकिन ो, हामी ारा िक ाब पिढ छ।

Impersonal भाववा

चुप लािग छन, खुब हाँिस ो ।

क िकन, उहाँ ले

आफैमा थिविहन र वा मा ोग ँ दा
भनाइ र थमा जोड िदनुका साथ रिसलो पन
ाउने पदलाई िनपा भिन छ । ज ैः ँ,
रे , आ, ए, िक, ारे , ारे , है , चािहँ , खै,
खोइ, नाइँ , पो, लौ, हँ , , ल, हे , भो, िन, न, नै।
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PERSIAN
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied is the modern standard/official version of Persian language. For the purposes
of this syllabus, the standard varieties of Persian as used in Iran and in Afghanistan are equally acceptable.
Variation in pronunciation and accent related to dialect is acceptable. Dialect words, colloquialisms, and
slang are not encouraged, but may be used in the oral examination as appropriate.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
•
•
•

The Individual
The Persian-speaking Communities
The Changing World.

The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, personal
interests, school, leisure
activities

•

Relationships
For example, family, friends,
school/social relationships,
neighbourhood/community
relationships

•

•

Values
For example, student’s views
of the ideal world, future plans,
past experiences, personal
priorities, language, culture
and identity
Education and Aspirations
For example, school life,
tertiary options, further
training, job applications,
planning for the future

The Persian-speaking
Communities
•

Lifestyles
For example, lifestyles in
Australia and Persianspeaking countries, socialising
and leisure persuits, migrant
issues

•

Culture and Traditions
For example, festivals,
celebrations, subcultures,
stories from the past

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, music, literature,
art, poetry, dance, painting,
film, handicrafts

•

The Changing World
•

World of Work
For example, unemployment
and its social consequences,
gender in the workplace, work
in the future

•

Social Issues
For example, youth and the
elderly, technology and the
future, the impact of science
on health, the effect of change
on traditional societies

•

Trade and Tourism
For example, international
influences and business, the
importance of trade, the
importance and future of
tourism

•

The Natural World
For example, the future of
natural resources, pollution,
the importance of
conservation

Past and Present
For example, famous people,
turning points in history

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.
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GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Persian through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Persian in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Verb

Conjugation
transitive
intransitive
Tenses
past
present
future
present continuous
present perfect
past perfect
past continuous
future continuous

Voice

active
passive

Mood

indicative
conditional
imperative

Adverb

types
time
place
manner

Noun

Number
singular
plural
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Example(s)

ﺧﻮﺭﺩﻥ
ﺁﻣﺪﻥ
ﺧﻮﺭﺩﻡ
ﺧﻮﺭﻡ
ﺧﻮﺍﻫﻢ ﺧﻮﺭﺩ
ﻣﯽ ﺧﻮﺭﻡ
ﺧﻮﺭﺩﻩ ﺍﻡ
ﺧﻮﺭﺩﻩ ﺑﻮﺩﻡ
ﻣﯽ ﺧﻮﺭﺩﻡ
ﺩﺭ ﺣﺎﻝ ﺧﻮﺭﺩﻥ ﺧﻮﺍﻫﻢ
ﺑﻮﺩ
ﺧﻮﺭﺩ
ﺧﻮﺭﺩﻩ ﺷﺪ
 ﺧﻮﺍﻫﻢ ﺧﻮﺭﺩ،ﻣﯽ ﺧﻮﺭﻡ
ﺍﮔﺮ ﻓﺮﺩﺍ ﺑﺎﺭﺍﻥ
 ﺑﻪ ﻣﺪﺭﺳﻪ،ﺑﺒﺎﺭﺩ
ﻧﺨﻮﺍﻫﻢ ﺭﻓﺖ
 ﺑﺨﻮﺍﻥ،ﺑﺨﻮﺭ
ﻣﻴﻨﺎ ﺍﻳﻦ ﺩﺭﺱ ﺭﺍ ﺧﻮﺏ
.ﻳﺎﺩ ﮔﺮﻓﺖ
ﺍﻭ ﺭﻭﺯﺍﻧﻪ ﺩﻩ ﺳﺎﻋﺖ
.ﮐﺎﺭ ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﺪ
.ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﺍﻳﻨﺠﺎ ﺑﻮﺩﻧﺪ
ﻣﻬﺮﺩﺍﺩ ﺳﺨﺖ ﻣﺸﻐﻮﻝ
.ﮐﺎﺭ ﺍﺳﺖ
 ﻣﻴﺰ،ﮔﻞ
، ﻣﺮﺩﻡ، ﻣﻴﺰﻫﺎ،ﮔﻠﻬﺎ
ﺳﻴﺎﻩ
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Determiner

definite
indefinite
demonstrative
interrogative
possessive

Adjective

comparative
superlative

Pronoun

personal
possessive
demonstrative
interrogative
relative
reciprocal
emphatic

Preposition and
postposition

use of the correct case

Numeral

cardinal
ordinal
multiple
fraction
decimal
collective
subtractive

Sentence and phrase
types

statement
question
direct speech
indirect speech
exclamatory
compound sentences
complex sentences

Negotiation

use of [  ] ﻥat the beginning of a
sentence or phrase
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Example(s)

 ﻣﻦ: ﻣﺎﻧﻨﺪ،ﻳﺎی ﻧﮑﺮﻩ
.ﻣﺮﺩی ﺭﺍ ﺩﻳﺪﻡ
ﺍﻳﻦ ﺑﻪ ﺁﻥ
 ﺩﻳﮕﺮی،ﻓﻼﻧﯽ
ﮐﺘﺎﺏ ﺍﻭ
ﺯﻳﺒﺎﺗﺮ
ﺯﻳﺒﺎﺗﺮﻳﻦ
 ﺍﻭ، ﺗﻮ،ﻣﻦ
 ﮐﺘﺎﺑﺖ،ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻢ
 ﺁﻥ،ﺍﻳﻦ
 ﮐﺪﺍﻡ، ﮐﻪ،ﭼﻪ
ﮐﻪ
ﻳﮑﺪﻳﮕﺮ
ﺧﻮﺭﺩﻡ
، ﻭ، ﺗﺎ، ﮐﻪ، ﺍﺯ،ﺑﺎ
 ﺑﻪ،ﺭﺍ
ﺳﻪ
ﺳﻮﻡ
ﺳﻪ ﺿﺮﺏ ﺩﺭ ﺳﻪ
ﻳﮏ ﺳﻮﻡ
ﺳﻪ ﺩﻫﻢ
ﺳﻪ ﺑﻌﻼﻭﻩ ﺳﻪ
ﺳﻪ ﻣﻨﻬﺎی ﺳﻪ
ﺩﻳﺸﺐ ﭼﻨﺪ ﻗﻄﻌﻪ ﺷﻌﺮ
.ﺍﺯ ﺷﺎﻫﻨﺎﻣﻪ ﺧﻮﺍﻧﺪﻡ
ﺑﻪ ﻣﺎﺩﺭﺕ ﻧﺎﻣﻪ
ﻧﻮﺷﺘﯽ؟
 "ﺍﻳﻦ:ﺑﻬﺮﻭﺯ ﮔﻔﺖ
ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﺭﺍ ﺧﻮﺍﻧﺪﻩ
"ﺑﻮﺩﻡ
ﺑﻬﺮﻭﺯ ﮔﻔﺖ ﮐﻪ ﺍﻳﻦ
ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﺭﺍ ﺧﻮﺍﻧﺪﻩ
.ﺑﻮﺩ
!ﺍﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻭﺍﻳﻨﻬﻤﻪ ﺗﮑﺒﺮ
ﻋﻼﻣﺖ،(!)ﻋﻼﻣﺖ ﺗﻌ ﺐ
،(.) ﻧﻘﻄﻪ،(ﺳﻮﺍﻝ)؟
(" ")ﻋﻼﻣﺖ ﻧﻘﻞ ﻗﻮﻝ
 ﻧﻤﯽ ﮔﻮﻳﺪ،ﻧﻤﯽ ﺭﻓﺖ
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POLISH
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard or official version of Polish. Students
should be aware of different levels of language, for example, formal and informal language, some
colloquialisms, and slang. Students are expected to know that dialects exist; however, they are not
required to study them.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Polish-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Relationships
For example, family,
friendship, changing
relationships between
generations, good manners

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school life and
experiences, future
expectations, school
community

•

Leisure and Interests
For example, hobbies, sport,
cultural activities, keeping fit
and healthy

The Polish-speaking
Communities
•

Visiting Poland
For example, natural features
and historical places, the
environment

•

Polish Customs and
Traditions
For example, festivals and
celebrations, Christmas and
Easter, name-days

•

•

Legends and Significant
Historical Events
For example, Lech, Czech I
Rus, Legenda o smoku
wawelskim
Famous People in Science,
Art, Literature, and Music
For example, Nobel Prizewinners

The Changing World
•

Migration in the Past and
Present
For example, reasons,
difficulties and adaptation,
new life and opportunities

•

World of Work
For example, careers and
occupations, employment and
unemployment, impact of
work on family life,
technological change

•

Social Issues
For example, youth issues,
disabled people’s issues,
environmental issues

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
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Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Polish through prior
knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts will,
however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Polish in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Nouns

Gender
masculine
irregularities
feminine
irregularities
neutral
Number
singular, plural

Example(s)

pies, dom
kolega, poeta
matka, lampa
pani, podróż
oko, morze, muzeum
student, studenci
pan, panowie
kobieta, kobiety
książka, książki
lustro, lustra
imię, imiona

Declension
seven cases
three genders
singular and plural
Verbs

Infinitives
Aspects
perfective, imperfective
Persons
Numbers
Tenses
present
past
future
simple
compound
Mood
indicative
conditional
imperative
Voice
active
passive†
reflexive

†

cyztać, biec
czytać- przeczytać, biec-dobiec
ja mam, ty masz …
mam, mamy, masz, macie …
robię, robimy
robiłem/robiłam, robiliśmy/robiłyśmy
zrobię
będzie robić, będzie robiła, będzie
robiło
czytasz
czytałbyś/czytałabyś
czytaj
Matka myje dziecko.
Dziecko jest myte.
Dziecko myje się.

receptive use
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Participles†

Adjectival
active†
passive†
Adverbial
contemporaneous†
anterior

Adjectives

Gender
Number
Case
Agreement with noun in
gender

Example(s)

czytające
czytane
pisząc
przyszedłszy, napisawszy
dobry, dobra, dobre
dobrzy, dobre
dobry, dobrego, dobremu ...

number
case
Comparison

duży dom, duża szkoła, duże drzewo
duże domy
dużego domu
mały, mniejszy, najmniejszy
dobry, lepszy, najlepszy

Adverbs

Time
Place
Manner
Comparison

wczoraj, późno
daleko, na prawo
dobrze, po polsku
późno, później, najpóźniej

Numerals

Cardinal
Ordinal
Collective†
Declension†
Dates and times

jeden, dwa
pierwszy, drugi
czworo, pięcioro
pierwszy, pierwszego, pierwszemu
piątego maja dwa tysiące drugiego
roku
ósma piętnaście, piętnaście po ósmej

Prepositions

Prepositions governing the
particular cases
genitive
dative
accusative
instrumental
locative

do, od, u, z/ze, bez, dla, obok/koło,
wśród, oprócz, według
ku, dzięki
na, o, po, za, w/we, pod, przez, przed,
nad, między
z/ze, za, pod, przed, nad, między
na, o, po, w/we, przy

Pronouns

Personal
Demonstrative
Interrogative
Possessive
Relative
Reflexive
Declension
Short and long forms

ja, ty
ten, tamten
kto, co
moje, twoje
który, które
się, sobie
tz, ciebie, tobie
mnie, mi

Introduction to word
formation

Diminutives†
Augmentative†

dom, domek, domeczek
kot, kocisko

†

receptive use
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Spelling

Words with ó/u, rz/ż, ch/h
Main rules and exceptions
Soft consonants
si-ś
ci-ć
zi-ź
ni-ń
dzi-dź
Function of the vowel ‘i’
Two consonants representing one
sound:
cz
sz
dż
dź
rz
ch

Example(s)

siać, śnieg
cię, ćma
ziemia, źrebak
niania, słońce
dzień, dźwięk

człowiek
szukać
dżem
dźwig
rzeka
choinka

Words with –ą, -ę, om, em, on, en

Negation ‘nie’ with the basic
categories
noun
verb
adjective
adverb
Sentences

Types
statement
question
exclamation
Structure
simple
compound sentences
complex sentences

Conjunctions

Coordinating
Subordinating

Punctuation

Capital letters, full stops,
exclamation marks, question marks,
colons, and basic rules of commas

Abbreviations

Most common
Limited use

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Polish Continuers Level 2022

nieszczęście
nie wiem
nieładny
nieładnie
Mam 5 lat.
Ile masz lat?
Wejdź proszę!
Napisałem zadanie.
Napisałem szybko
zadanie i spakowałem książki.
Napisałem szybko zadanie, ponieważ
chciałem zdążyć do kina.
i, a, ale, albo, ani
czy, że, żebz, jak, który, jaki, gdzie,
kiedy, skąd dokąd, dlatego, bo, jeżeli

np., itd., itp.
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PORTUGUESE
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard or official version of Portuguese. For
the purposes of this subject outline, the two standard varieties of Portuguese as used in Portugal and in
Brazil, in the spoken and written forms, are equally acceptable. There have been several spelling reforms
and agreements between Portugal and Brazil with the aim of overcoming major spelling, syntactic, and
semantic differences of the Portuguese language used in those countries. The Portuguese language uses
Roman script. There are variants across the numerous regions where the Portuguese language is spoken.
There is one dialect in Portugal situated in the north-eastern area called Mirandês. In Brazil there are no
dialects. Honorifics, colloquialisms, and slang are region-specific and change with time.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Portuguese-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, personal details
and qualities, relationships
with family and friends,
hobbies, sport and leisure
activities

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school life, postschool options

•

Personal values
For example, personal
priorities, attitudes to war and
peace, freedom, racism,
preservation of cultural
identity, hopes for the future

The Portuguese-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

Lifestyles
For example, urban and rural
life, teenage and young adult
life, fashion, eating out

•

Social Issues
For example, role of women in
the arts, politics and sports,
impact of technology

•

History and Traditions
For example, the role of the
Catholic religion, Portuguese
explorers, prominent historical
people, ceremonies and
celebrations, migration

•

World of Work
For example, the future of
work in rural and urban areas,
employment opportunities,
role of women in the
workplace

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, artists and
writers of significance,
cinema, music and dance,
media, architectural heritage

•

Environmental Issues
For example, pollution,
endangered species (fauna
and flora), the future of the
planet

•

Visiting Portuguese-speaking
Countries
For example, planning an
itinerary, safety on the road,
tourism, etiquette, booking
accommodation, shopping,
transport, health, travellers’
stories, food and hospitality

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.
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GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Portuguese through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Portuguese in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the
following grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Verbs

Conjugation
regular
common irregular
reflexive
Tense
present
perfect
imperfect
pluperfect†
future†
conditional
Participle
Double participle
Gerund
Mood
indicative
imperative
subjunctive
infinitive
Voice
active
passive
Speech
direct
indirect
Auxiliaries
Impersonal verbs and expressions

†

Example(s)

-ar, -er, -ir
dar, estar, dizer, fazer, haver, ler,
poder, pôr, saber, ser, ter, trazer, ver,
sair, ir, vir
levantar-se, meter-se, vestir-se
eu amo
eu amei
eu amava
eu amara
eu amarei
eu amaria
amado
matado/morto
amando
ele ama
Ama!
eles amem
amar
ela ama
ele é amado
Fecha a porta, por favor!
Ela pediu-lhe que fechasse a porta.
andar, continuar, estar, haver, ir, ser,
ter, vir
É preciso que, diz-se, impersonal se,
chover, nevar.

receptive use

Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Adverbs

Formation
adjective + mente

felizmente
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Comparative form
Superlative form
Regular
Irregular
Time
Place
Manner
Quantity
Affirmation
Negation
Doubt
Exclusion
Inclusion
Adverbial expressions

mais perto, tão perto, menos perto
muito perto, pertíssimo, o mais perto,
o menos perto
+mente
bem, mal, muito, pouco
agora, ainda
aqui, longe
mal, quase
quanto, bastante
sim, realmente
não, nunca
talvez, possivelmente
apenas, só
até, também
a sós, de novo

Nouns

Gender
Number
Suffixes
Prefixes

o menino, a menina
o pé, os pés
cafezinho
ex-professor

Determiners

Definite article
omission – in Portugal in
colloquialisms and when
referring to famous people
optional use – in Brazil before
Christian names and possessive
pronouns
Indefinite article
Indefinite
Demonstrative
Interrogative
Possessive

o, a, os, as

Comparative form

mais … do que, tão … como, menos …
do que
-íssimo, muito …, o mais …, o menos …
mais bonito do que, o mais bonito
péssimo, óptimo
alto, alta

Adjectives

Superlative form
Regular
Irregular

um, uma, uns, umas
algum, cada
este, o outro
qual?, que?
meu, teu

Gender

Number
calmo, calmos
Position (in general, after the noun) rapaz magro

Pronouns

Personal
Possessive
Demonstrative
Relative
Interrogative
Indefinite

eu, me, mim
meu, teu, seu
este, isso
quanto, que, quem
qual, quem?
pouco, nada

Prepositions

Prepositional expressions
Contraction of prepositions

com, em, sem
por entre, dentro de
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

with articles and pronouns

Example(s)

à, dela

Numerals

Cardinal
Ordinal
Multiple
Fraction
Collective

um, dois, três
primeiro, segundo
o triplo
um terço
uma dúzia

Conjunctions

Coordinating
Subordinating

entretanto, portanto
se, porque, embora

Phrase types

Declarative
Exclamative
Interrogative
Imperative

O garoto toma leite.
O garoto toma leite!
O garoto toma leite?
Garoto, toma o leite!

Negation

Use of não, nunca
Double negatives

Não sei, nunca fiz.
Ninguém sabe nada.

Routines, fillers,
and exclamations

Fillers
Exclamations
Tag phrases

Em suma
Oh! Upa! Oba! Epa!
É muito difícil, não é?

Register

Variations related to social status
formal
informal

vós, o senhor, a senhora
tu, você
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PUNJABI
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is modern standard Punjabi. The written form is in the Gurmukhi
script. Punjabi is the language of two Punjabs, one in India and the other in Pakistan. It is the official
language of the Indian state of Punjab and is the second language in the neighbouring states to the Punjab
(including the Capital of India, New Delhi). This form of Punjabi has been approved by the Punjab School
Education Board, SAS Nagar, Punjab, India.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Punjabi-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual

The Punjabi-speaking
Communities

•

Personal World
For example, personal details,
relationships with family and
friends, daily life, leisure
activities, sports, pets and
hobbies

•

Lifestyles
For example, cultural diversity,
differences between rural and
urban lifestyles, impact of
foreign influences, traditional
social structures

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, tertiary options
and aspirations, future
concerns, employment and
training, student exchanges,
job applications and overseas
opportunities

•

Visiting a Punjabi-speaking
Community
For example, travel, visiting
relatives and friends, planning
a holiday, activities particular
to Punjabi-speaking
communities

Personal Opinions and Values
For example, personal
priorities, thoughts about the
world and views on particular
issues

•

Historical Perspectives
For example, famous people,
important historical and
religious events and locations,
festivals and ceremonies,
stories from the past

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, Punjabi film, TV,
and other media; traditional art
and architecture; folk songs
and art; modern art and music

•

The Changing World
•

Social Issues
For example, modern youth,
issues of gender, economic
crises, the Global Village,
environmental issues

•

The World of Work
For example, people at work,
different types of work,
vocational pathways,
unemployment

•

Scientific and
Technological Issues
For example, famous
inventors and their
contribution, technology and
innovation, great scientific
inventions, the expansion of
new horizons

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.
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GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Punjabi through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Punjabi in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical
Item

Sub-elements

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Punjabi Continuers Level 2022
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Grammatical
Item

112

Sub-elements

Example(s)
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Grammatical
Item

Sub-elements
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Grammatical
Item

114

Sub-elements

Example(s)
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ROMANIAN
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard version of Romanian.
Romanian is the standard contemporary language of the Federal Republic of Romania and derives from
the Latin language spoken in the ancient Roman province of Dacia, which coincides roughly with the
modern Federal Republic of Romania. There are four main variations of Romanian. These are Moldavian,
Muntenian (Walachian), Transylvanian, and Banatian. These regional forms of Romanian vary slightly
from standard Romanian mainly through pronunciation and sometimes in their lexical components. Nonstandard variations are acceptable to the extent that they do not impede students’ ability to communicate
meaningfully in standard Romanian.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Romanian-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, personal details
and qualities, daily life, free
time and leisure activities

•

Relationships
For example, relationships
with family and friends, social
or sporting relationships, role
in the community

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school life, work
experience, career plans,
priorities for the future

The Romanian-speaking
Communities
•

•

•

•

Lifestyles
For example, daily life,
traditions and celebrations,
women in Romanian society,
comparison of lifestyles in the
Federal Republic of Romania
and Australia
History
For example, Romania after
the fall of communism,
migration and settlement in
Australia, December 1989
Arts and Entertainment
For example, music and
songs, media, literature,
festivals (Cerbul de Aur)
Values
For example, migration
through personal accounts,
changing traditions,
maintenance of language and
culture, contribution of the
Romanian community to
Australian society

The Changing World
•

Technology
For example, technology in
urban and rural society,
impact on the workplace,
technology and globalisation

•

Trade and Tourism
For example, growth of
tourism, interacting with
visitors, positive and negative
impact of tourism

•

World of Work
For example, changing nature
of work, work and the family

•

Social Issues
For example, the role of
religion, challenges for youth,
the environment, care of the
aged

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics
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TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Romanian through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Romanian in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the
following grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Verb

Mood
indicative
Tense
present
perfect
future
imperfect
pluperfect
simple perfect
imperative
subjunctive present
subjunctive perfect
conditional present
conditional perfect
infinitive
participle
gerund
supine
Voice
active
passive
reflexive
impersonal expressions
Modal
Person, number and agreement

Adverb

Positive
Comparative
Superlative
Adverbial phrases
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Example(s)

Eu învăț limba română.
Eu învăț limba română.
Eu am plecat la piață.
Eu voi învăța limba română.
Cântam în ploaie.
Plecasem de mult.
Stătui acasă și mă culcai.
Fă-ți lecțiile!
Să trecem la lucruri mai importante.
Să fi trecut la lucruri mai importante.
Aș merge acasă, dacă aș, avea voie.
Aș fi mers acasă, dacă aș fi avut voie.
A sluji este o onoare.
Parcă era făcut.
Mergea șchiopătînd.
Avea mult de cusut.
Eu merg acasă.
Eu am fost invitată de Ion la acest bal
mascat.
Eu mă spăl pe cap.
Există multă invidie.
Plouă și ninge
A vrea, a trebui, a avea voie, a putea
Româncele sunt fete frumoase.
rapid, bun, mic, mare, tare
mai rapid, mai bun, mai mare, mai
tare
cel mai rapid, cel mai bun, cel mai
mare, cel mai tare
târâș-grăbiș, zi de zi, an de an
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Adjective

Common adjectives
Degree
positive, comparative,
superlative
Agreement and position

mic, mare, interesant

Gender, number, case (all five)

Infinitive used as noun
Agreement, gender, number, case

Ana este elevă în clasa a Va.
Sora acestei eleve este colega noastră.
Oricărei eleve harnice îi place
disciplina.
Profesorii apreciasză pe oricare elevă
harnică.
Elevo, ai rezolvat exercițiul.
A învăța este o plăcere.
Marea surpriză a fost uitată.

Definite, indefinite

Copilul învață bine.

Demonstrative

Un copil aduce bucurie în casă.
Cel, cea, cei, celui, celei, celor

Pronoun

Personal, all cases
Reflexive
Reinforcement pronoun
Indefinite
Demonstrative
Interrogative
Negative
Possessive
Relative

eu, tu, pe mine, mie, etc.
El se spală pe cap.
Spui că l-ai văzut tu însuți?
Unul era medic, altul muncitor.
Acela este cel mai deștept.
Cui îi place ciocolata?
Nimeni nu are nimic de zis.
Caietul meu este alb.
Băiatul care doarme, este cel mai
inteligent din clasă.

Numeral

Cardinal and ordinal
Multiplicative,
distributive and
adverbial
Fractions and
decimals

Unul este alb al doilea este negru.
O dată am fost la circ.
Treceau două câte două.
Munca lui este îndoită.
O treime din elevi erau absenți.
Douăzeci la sută din tineret fumează.

Preposition

Simple and compound

Pe, peste, deasupra, de la, din pricina

Conjunction

Simple and compound

Când, fiindcă, dar, în consecință, prin
urmare
De vreme ce, din moment ce
Am citit și apoi am mâncat.
M-am culcat, după ce am sosit acasă.

Noun

Article

Coordinating
Subordinating

mare, mai mare, cel mai mare
Cea mai frumoasă fată are note bune.
Făt frumos din lacrimă era viteaz.

Interjection

Simple and compound

Ei, Doamne! Valeu ... maică!

Direct, indirect speech

Direct and indirect statement

Ce-ai cumpărat acolo?
Ion a spus că vine mîine pe la noi.

Word order
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Cine bate la ușă?
Subiect + atribut + predicat +
complement direct + complement
indirect + complement circumstanțial
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Type of clause

Subjective

Cine se scoală de dimineață departe
ajunge.
Întrebarea este ce va deveni Dan peste
câțiva ani.
Omul care muncește este stimat de
toată lumea.
Sprijină pe cel slab și nu uita ce grele
sunt începuturile de viață.
Mă tem că va veni ploaia.
Oriunde privești se întind păduri de
brad.

Predicative
Attributive
Direct Object
Indirect object
Adverbial
Place
Time
Modal
Cause
Purpose
Conditional
Concessive
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După ce apune soarele, se înserează
repede.
Dana merge cum poate.
Urechile mi se înroșiseră deoarece era
frig.
Andrei s-a dus la pădure să culeagă
fragi.
De treci codri de aramă, de departe
vezi albind.
Ba chiar mă pârau și pe mine, deși îmi
vedeam de treabă.
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RUSSIAN
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard spoken and written version of Russian.
While the value and place of regional variants of the standard language are recognised, competence in
the syntactic and morphological structures of the standard language is expected.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Russian-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, home and
neighbourhood, personal
details and qualities,
relationships with family and
friends, daily life

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, plans for the
future, tertiary options, search
for work, careers

•

Leisure and Lifestyle
For example, healthy leisure
pursuits, sports, hobbies,
vacation, travel

The Russian-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

Lifestyles
For example, rural and urban
life, teenage life, lifestyles past
and present

•

Environmental Issues
For example, conservation,
pollution, major environmental
disasters

•

Visiting Russia
For example, travel, customs,
banking, shopping, eating,
finding accommodation,
obtaining assistance or
advice, tourist attractions, and
health

•

World of Work
For example, people at work,
including different types of
jobs, changing roles of men
and women at work

•

Social Issues
For example, law and order,
addictions, housing now and
in the future, the changing
nature of the family

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, modern and
traditional art, literature,
music, film

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used in the table on the following pages are not intended to promote or favour
any particular theory of grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Russian through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Russian in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
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grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Verbs

Person and number
Aspect
imperfective
perfective
Tense
present
future
past
Mood
infinitive
different usage
indicative
conditional (subjunctive)† in
subordinate clauses
imperative
Meaning and use of inflectional
categories
Verbs of motion, with and without
prefixes
impersonal
reflexive — other forms
Participles†
Gerunds†

Nouns

Type
Gender
Declension; singular and plural

Pronouns

Personal
Possessive
Demonstrative
Reflexive
Definite
Indefinite
Interrogative
Pronoun — numerals
Declension

†

Example(s)

Я всегда читаю газеты в поезде
Я прочитал Ваше письмо

Я хочу спать.
Она попросила нас приехать
Он начинает ходить.
Я рад слышать это. Надо учиться.
Я рассказываю интересную
историю.
Я сам написал бы ему.
Смотрите, чтобы они не
опаздывали.
Haпишите письмо
Давайте напишем ему

Я пойду
Мне удалось
Одеваться
Человек, строящий дом
Читая газету

Я, ты, он, она
Мой, моя, моё
Этот, эта, это, этн
Себя
Кто-то, где-то
Кто-нибудь, где-нибудь
Кто, что
Несколько

receptive use
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Preposition

Variations in spelling
В-во, с-со
Preposition and the cases that they
govern
Prepositions pertaining to location, У врача
motion, or time
Verb and preposition constructions Ответить на письмо
Смотреть в окно

Quantifiers

Cardinal
Ordinal
Declension
Agreement of numerals, nouns,
and adjectives
Collective numerals
Fractional numerals
Other numeral expressions

Adjectives

Adverbs

Type
Gender and number
Declension
Qualitative, relative, and possessive
Short adjectives†
Agreements between nouns and
adjectives
Comparative — simple and
compound
Superlative — simple and
compound†

Три. Тридцать шесть
Второй. Тридцать шестой
Купить лве интересные книги и три
карандаша
Двое. Трое
Четверть. Две трети
Десяток. Тройка

Маленький дом
Красивый-красив
Программа для начальной и средней
школы
Я хочу комнату больше, чем у меня
сейчас.
Красивее всех. Это дороже всего.

Adverbial phrases of time, manner, Дома Домой
and place
Comparative
Дальше
Superlative†
Никогда Некогда
Negative

Conjunctions

†

Example(s)

Я пришёл, а она уже ушла.
Я пришёл, когда она ушла.
Я приду, если она уйдег.
Я знаю, что она придёт.
Я пришёл, потому что она ушла.
Я пришёл, так как она ушла.
Я сказал, чтобы она пришла.
Я приду, несмотря на то, что я занят.

receptive use
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SERBIAN
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard version of Serbian. Both ijekavski and
ekavski variants are recognised, as are the Cyrillic and Roman scripts.
Students should be aware of different levels of language, for example, formal, informal, some
colloquialisms, and slang. Students are expected to know that dialects exist. However, they are not
required to study them. External assessment items will be written in Cyrillic script. However, students can
respond using either Cyrillic or Roman script.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Serbian-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, personal profile,
self, family, friends,
celebrations and events,
relationships, community

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school life,
further education, future plans

•

Leisure and Recreation
For example, hobbies and
interests, entertainment,
holidays and travel, sports,
health and fitness

The Serbian-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

Daily Life
For example, urban and rural
life, cultural/regional diversity,
migration

•

Current Issues
For example, equality,
environment, technology,
youth issues

•

History and Culture
For example, traditions,
customs, and festivals,
historical events, places, and
people

•

World of Work
For example, technology,
equity in the workplace, career
opportunities

Arts and Entertainment
For example, literature,
creative and performing arts,
film and media

•

•

Tourism
For example, travel at home
and abroad, cross-cultural
communication, cultural
diversity

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
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Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Serbian through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Serbian in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Verbs

Infinitive
Auxiliaries
Tense
present
perfect
future I
future II
aorist†
imperfect†
pluperfect†
gerund
Voice
active
passive
Mood
indicative
imperative
conditional

ударити
бити, хтети, моћи
певам
певала сам
певаћу
будем певао
ударих
ударах
бејах певао
радивши; радећи
Урадио сам задатак
Задатак је урађен
Певала је гпасно
Певај!
Певао бпх, певао би, павали
бисте, певали би

Nouns

Declension
Gender

коњ, коња, коњу
мушкарац, жена, дете

Adjectives

Gender
Comparison
Declension
Agreement with nouns

добар, добра, добро
лепо, лепше, најлепше
леп, лепог, лепом ...
леп град

Adverbs

Time, place, manner, reason,
quantity

данас, јуче, добро, много,
тамо, онамо, зато

Pronouns

Declension
Personal
Possessive
Demonstrative
Reflexive
Interrogative
Relative
Indefinite

ти, тебе, тебн, тебе, с тобом, о тебн
ја, ти ...
мој, твој ...
тај ...
се, себе
коза, каква
сваки
некакав

†

receptive use
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Numerals

Cardinal
Ordinal
Collective
Fractions
Agreements with nouns

један, два
први
четворо
петина
једна девојчица

Prepositions
Syntax

У граду, на планини, иза косе
Simple sentence
Complex sentence
Direct and indirect speech
Affirmative and negative
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Ја радим
Ја радим и уживам утоме.
“дођи овамо!”
Рекао сам да дођеш овамо
певам
не певам
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SINHALA
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard version of Sinhala.
The Sinhala language traces its origins to the Indo-Aryan Languages, which in turn is a subgroup of the
Indo-European family of languages. In its pure form the Sinhala alphabet has 32 letters — 12 vowels and
20 consonants. The Sinhala Script has developed from Pali and Sanskrit (Prakrit) over the years. Sinhala
has many loanwords from Pali and Sanskrit, and also from Portuguese and English. In recent times many
new words have come into use such as
There is a noticeable distinction between the spoken and the written language. Many honorifics are used
in both the spoken and the written form. Colloquial Sinhala is frequently used in conversation and in
broadcasting. Some slang words and phrases also occur in Sinhala.
Sinhala words are generally spelt as pronounced, but some sounds are represented by more than one
letter, e.g.
. Numerous variations occur in spelling in borrowed or learned words.
There is some slight regional variation in accent and pronunciation, but it is so minuscule that Sinhala
spoken in one region can easily be understood in another. There are no dialects among Sinhala-speaking
communities owing to the concentration of population in a relatively small land area. Detailed linguistic
information about Sinhala is contained in the publications of the Ministry of Education and the
Department of Linguistics, University of Kelaniya, Sri Lanka.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Sinhala-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table on the following page shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested
subtopics.
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The Individual
•

•

The Sinhala-speaking
Communities

Personal Identity
For example, personal details
and qualities, relationships
with family and friends, daily
life, using free time and leisure
activities, personal priorities

•

Personal Aspirations
For example, student
exchanges, tertiary options,
search for work, job
applications and interviews,
work experience and careers,
student’s view of an ideal
world and views on an issue

•

The Changing World

Lifestyles
For example, lifestyles (in
urban and rural Sri Lanka, and
other Sinhala-speaking
communities), teenage life
through literature
Visiting Sri Lanka
For example, travel, banking,
shopping, finding suitable
accommodation, obtaining
assistance and advice, visiting
friends, personal care and
health

•

Customs and Traditions
For example, religious
influence in the conduct of
festivities, special ceremonies
(birth, marriage, funerals),
respect for elders

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, modern and
traditional art, resurgence of
dance and drama, puppetry
and folk arts, expansion of
mass media

•

Stories from the Past
For example, ancient Sri
Lanka, famous people, kings
and events, national heroes,
folklore

•

Environmental Issues
For example, clean air, water
and conservation

•

Technological Change
For example, the impact of
technology on education,
technological change and
employment

•

The World of Work
For example, people at work,
work experience, self
employment, women in the
workforce, overseas
employment, tourism

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used in the following table are not intended to promote or favour any particular
theory of grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Sinhala through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
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Students studying Sinhala in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements
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Grammatical Item
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Sub-elements

Example(s)
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SWEDISH
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is modern standard Swedish. Regional variations are
acceptable in spoken language.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Swedish-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, family and
personal relationships,
personal values, peer pressure

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, going to school
in Sweden and Australia,
vocational training and tertiary
studies, future plans

•

Lifestyles
For example, hobbies;
travelling; sports, fitness and
health; voluntary work

The Swedish-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

People, Places, and Daily Life
For example, cultural diversity,
traditions, the effects of
climate, famous faces and
places

•

Historical Perspectives
For example, migration to and
from Sweden, significant
periods in Swedish history

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, literature,
popular music, film and
television, the news media

•

Social Issues
For example, the environment,
youth unemployment, equal
rights, drug awareness

•

World of Work
For example, information
technology, jobs and careers,
globalisation, the role of
languages

•

Travel and Tourism
For example, local tourism,
travelling overseas,
backpackers

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used in the following table are not intended to promote or favour any particular
theory of grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Swedish through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
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Students studying Swedish in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Verbs

Conjugation (regular and irregular) När vi bodde i Åmål arbetade jag på
bibliotek och läste mycket.
Tense (present, past, perfect,
pluperfect, future)
Supine
När jag har skrivit färdigt brevet ska
jag gå ut och gå.
Ett gungande skepp.
Present participle
Dörren är stängd.
Past participle
Sitt still! Det skulle vara kul om du
Mood (imperative, indicative,
kom.
conditional, subjunctive)
Det vore roligt att träffas.
Voice (active, passive)
Huset såldes på auktion. Priset blev
högre än väntat.
Auxiliaries
Modal verbs
Impersonal verbs
Transitive and intransitive verbs
Compound verbs
Reflexive verbs
Deponens

Adverbs and adverbial Place, time, manner
phrases
Comparison
Sentence modifying
Nouns

Gender (en and ett)
Declensions (five regular and
irregular)
Compounds

Articles

Indefinite
Definite

Adjectives

Agreement
gender, number
definite/indefinite
Comparison
regular
irregular
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Example(s)

Vi brukar äta klockan 6.
bör, kan, måste, ska, vill
Det regnar.
Jag vaknar inte om inte någon väcker
mig.
Jag stiger upp tidigt.
När vi träffades satte vi oss ner och
pratade.
Jag hoppas att du lyckas.
Katten gick ut tidigt ock kom hem
ganska sent. Varifrån kommer du?
Vart ska du gå?
Han sjunger bra, men hans bror
sjunger bättre.
Han kunde tyvärr inte komma. Jag
förstår inte folk som aldrig går ut.
Jag har ett hus och en bil men inga
pengar.
flickor, pojkar, banker, pianon, hus
stad-städer, fot-fötter
en fotbollsplan, en lärobok, ett
skrivhäfte, ett påhitt
en, ett, någon, något, några, etc.
flickan, flickorna, huset, husen, den,
det, de
En stor hund och ett litet barn. Sju
vackra flickor.
Den stora hunden vaktade det lilla
barnet.
stark, starkare, starkast
liten, mindre, minst
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Pronouns

Personal
subjective and objective form
Reflexive

jag-mig, du-dig, han-honom, etc.
mig, dig, sig, oss, er, sig

Indefinite
subjective, objective, reflexive
Possessive
gender and number agreement
reflexive form (third person)
Demonstrative

Interrogative
Relative
Prepositions
Conjunctions

min, mitt, mina
sin, sitt, sina
den här, den där, etc.
den, det, de
denna, detta, dessa
sådan, sådant, sådana
vem, vad, vilken/vilket/vilka
som, vars, vilken/vilket/vilka
på, i, över, under, etc.

Coordinating
Subordinating

Numerals

Cardinal and ordinal

Sentence structure and
word order

The parts of the sentence (subject,
verb, object, adverbial, etc.)
Statement, question, command,
exclamation
Direct and indirect speech

Word order in main
clauses/subordinate clauses
Relative clauses
Position of ‘wandering’ adverbs
Proper nouns and
adjectives of
nationalities

man, en, sig
ingen, någon

Use of lower case
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och, samt, men, eller, utan, för, ty
att – Han säger att han inte har tid.
när, då, sedan, innan, för att, om,
fastän, etc.

När jag slutar skolan tänker jag åka
utomlands ett år.
Familjen som ägde huset var inte
hemma.
Jag kunde inte skicka brevet eftersom
jag inte hade något frimärke.
Det var en måndag i maj som
professor Lind från Lund mötte sina
australiska studenter.
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TAMIL
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard or official version of Tamil.
Tamil belongs to the Dravidian group of languages. Tamil is widely spoken in Southern India, Sri Lanka,
Malaysia, and Singapore. It is also spoken in a number of other countries around the world, including
Australia. Centuries of influence from other cultures and religions have inevitably resulted in numerous
borrowings of words from other languages. These have become an acceptable part of Tamil usage. There
are also common borrowings from English in such fields as music, science, and technology. As a result
of the scattering of Tamil speakers across the world, there are some marked variations in the spoken
language. These variations may surface in different social situations, and are acceptable, providing they
occur in the appropriate context.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Tamil-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual

The Tamil-speaking
Communities

•

Personal Identity
For example, personal details
and qualities, family and
friends, daily life, free time and
leisure activities, relationships

•

Culture and Traditions
For example, family values,
attire and appearance, social
interaction, festivals and
ceremonies

•

Personal Views and Opinions
For example, views on the
future, cultural differences,
personal priorities/preferences
(extended family living away
from home)

•

The Past and Present
For example, famous persons
and events, places of historical
importance

•

The Arts and Entertainment
For example, film, radio,
television, sports and
recreation, modern short
stories, folk-tales, fables and
legends

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school, further
studies, work experience and
careers
•

The Changing World
•

Changing Lifestyles
For example, family life, food,
care of children/the aged,
activities (children, parents)

•

Status of Women
For example, the role of
women depicted in literature,
significant women in the 20th
century, the changing role of
women and its impact on
society

•

World of Work
For example, different types of
work, workplace conditions,
employment opportunities

Travel and Tourism in a
Tamil-speaking Country
For example, travel, banking,
shopping, health, obtaining
assistance and advice, visiting
friends, studying in a Tamilspeaking country

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.
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GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Tamil through prior
knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts will,
however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Tamil in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements
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Sub-elements

Example(s)
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements
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TURKISH
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is the standard version of Turkish, the official language of
Turkey as exemplified in Turkish Radio and Television Corporation (TRT) broadcasts.
Standard Turkish must be used in writing. Regional variations in pronunciation and accent will be
accepted. Linguistic information about the language is contained in the publications of the Ministry of
National Education in Turkey. Guidance on correct spelling is provided in the most recent publication of
Turk Dil Kurumu Imla Klavuzu.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Turkish-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual
•

Personal Identity
For example, family and
friends, home and community,
personal values and priorities,
life at school

•

Future Aspirations
For example, education, career
choice, marriage

•

Leisure
For example, entertainment,
travel, hobbies and interests,
sport and health

The Turkish-speaking
Communities
•

Migration
For example, past and present,
cause of immigration,
settlement patterns,
contributions and
achievements, adaptation

•

Cultural Diversity
For example, religion, cuisine,
celebrations and festivals,
traditional values

•

Tourism
For example, geography,
historical sites and natural
assets, tourism industry,
travel/accommodation

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, traditional and
modern art/music/writing, an
artist/writer of significance,
leisure activities at home/in
the city/in the country

The Changing World
•

The World of Work
For example, careers and
occupations now and in the
future, the impact of
technology, work and safety

•

The Younger Generation
For example, harmful
addictions (their role and
impact), the role of peer
groups, cultural conflict and
cohesion (within the family
and society)

•

Issues Now and in the Future
For example, environmental
problems and solutions,
globalisation, modernisation
(benefits and drawbacks),
human rights now and in the
future, changing role of men
and women and the impact of
this on society

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
Stage 1 and Stage 2 Turkish Continuers Level 2022
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There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used below are not intended to promote or favour any particular theory of
grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Turkish through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Turkish in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Verb

Tense (indicative) and personal
Suffixes

Simple

Present
Future
Aorist
di past (simple past)
miş past (referential)

görüyorum, okuyorum
görecek, okuyacak
görürsün, okursun
gördü, okudu
görmüş, okumuş

Compound

Future in the past
Habitual past
Past continuous
Pluperfect

görecekti, okuyacaktı
görürdü, okurdu
görüyordu, okuyordu
görmüştü, okumuştu

Copula

Omission of copula in informal
speech (-dir ekinin düşmesi)
Participle
Gerund
Voice (passive)

Ağabeyim asker (dir)

Mood

Imperative (formal and informal)
Necessitative (gereklilik)
Conditional (şart)
Subjunctive (dilek-şart)

bakınız, bak
görmeli
görürse
görse

Other forms

Reflexive (dönüşlü)
Reciprocal (işteş eylem)
Causative (ettirgen)
Interrogative (soru)
Negative (olumsuz)
Negative interrogative (olumsuz
soru)
Adverbial suffix (-ce)
Repeated adjectives and nouns
as adverbs

görünmek, bakınmak
görüşmek, bakışmak
gördürmek, baktırmak
görür mü, bakar mı
görmedi, bakmadı
görmedi mi, bakmadı mı

gelen, olmayacak
diye
görülür

güzelce, yavaşça
güzel güzel, kapı kapı

Adverbs

Adverbs of place
Adverbs of time
Adverbs of manner

içeri, yukarı, öte
akşamları, yaza, kışın
iyice

Noun case

Nominative
Accusative
Genitive
Dative
Locative

ev, okul
ev-i, okul-u
ev-in, okul-un
ev-e, okul-a
ev-de, okul-da
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Grammatical Item

Sub-elements

Example(s)

Ablative

ev-den, okul-dan

Noun phrase

Simple
Indefinite
Definite
Compound noun
Verbal noun

tuğla ev
öğretmen evi
komşunun evi
yayınevi
yüzme, yemek

Adjective

Attributive
Demonstrative
Quantifier
Interrogative
Comparative
Superlative
Intensifying
Indication of number (omission of
plural -ler/lar suffix)

uzun yol, cesur adam
bu yol, şu adam
bir yol
hangi yol
daha zor
en zor
beyaz, bembeyaz; kuru, kupkuru
yirmi asker

Pronoun

Personal
Demonstrative
Pronominal ki
Reflexive
Interrogative
Indefinite

ben, sen, o, biz, siz, onlar
bu, şu, o, bunlar, şunlar, onlar
çocuğunki
kendi
kim, kimin, hangisi
biri, bazıları

Postposition

Primary
Secondary

üzere, gibi, kadar, ile, için
hak, hakkında; taraf, tarafindan;
yüz, yüzünden

Numeral

Number marker
Sequential

tane
beşinci

Conjunctions
Sentence and phrase
types

138

ve, ama, fakat
Statements
Questions
Simple, compound, and complex
sentences
Position of adjective altering
meaning
Adjectival phrases
Noun phrases
Adverbial phrases
Direct and indirect speech

iri bir kuş, bir iri kuş
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YIDDISH
THE LANGUAGE
The language to be studied and assessed is modern standard Yiddish (mandated by the internationally
recognised YIVO Institute for Jewish Research). Regional variations are acceptable in spoken language
only.

THEMES, TOPICS, AND SUBTOPICS
There are three prescribed themes:
• The Individual
• The Yiddish-speaking Communities
• The Changing World.
The table below shows the prescribed themes, prescribed topics, and suggested subtopics.
The Individual

The Yiddish-speaking
Communities

The Changing World

•

Personal World
For example, personal details
and qualities, family friends,
daily life, making
arrangements, free time and
leisure activities and personal
relationships

•

Lifestyles, Traditions,
Customs
For example, lifestyles, cultural
diversity, traditions and
customs of Yiddish- speaking
Jews in Australia and other
places

•

Education and Aspirations
For example, school life,
choosing a school, Jewish or
non-Jewish education or
schools, future plans and
pathways for Yiddish speakers

•

Historical Perspectives
For example, migration,
significant periods in Jewish
history, influence of the past
on the present, famous people
and historical turning points

Personal Opinions and Values
For example, personal
priorities, student’s view of an
ideal world and views on
issues and values

•

•

Arts and Entertainment
For example, art, film, TV
(including documentaries),
radio, music, literature, theatre,
the web, and new media

•

Social Issues
For example, equal rights,
economic issues, youth
unemployment, drug
awareness, the global village,
the environment

•

Travel and Tourism
For example, local tourism,
travelling overseas, visiting
places of Jewish heritage and
interest

•

World of Work
For example, jobs and careers,
globalisation, information and
communications technology,
the role of languages

Note: Bold = prescribed themes, bold italics = prescribed topics, italics = suggested subtopics

TEXT TYPES
Refer to page 23 for information.

GRAMMAR
Grammar can be described as the organisation and relationship of all the elements that constitute a
language as it functions.
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There are many different theories of grammar, and a number of different approaches to its teaching and
learning. The categories used in the following table are not intended to promote or favour any particular
theory of grammar.
Students will already have a reasonable understanding of the function of grammar in Yiddish through
prior knowledge or study. Developing students’ ability to convey meaning effectively in a range of contexts
will, however, necessarily involve extending their awareness of the system of structures that underlie the
language, as well as their ability to apply and adapt this knowledge.
Students studying Yiddish in a continuers-level program are expected to recognise and use the following
grammatical structures:
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